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City Garage, Courthouse Renovation Included
PADD Okays Grant Applications
MAYFIELD — Purchase Area
Development District (PADD)has
given first-step approval to a $34,000
application from Murray to build a
public works garage and warehouse for
central purchasing.
PADD's board of directors, in a
Monday night session, also gave
tentative approval to at least six
Calloway County Fiscal Court
proposals one a $16,000 request for Area
Development Funds ( ADF ) to remodel
a portion of Calloway County
Courthouse.
PADD tentatively approved a $5,000
ADF allocation to Murray-Calloway
County Airport for FAA required
improvements. The area development
district also approved an ADF request
for $6,875 to build a humane shelter.
Other county ADF approvals went to
Dexter Community Center (1,000),
Hazel Community Center ($1,000), and
Jackson Purchase Regional Museum
($5,000).
According to a description of the
grant request, the county courthouse
remodeling will include "the complete
renovation of an area that is presently
unable to be used. On completion of the
renovation, additional space will be
available for use. The installation of air
conditioning and the purchase of a
courthouse clock are also included in
the improvements requested."
House Speaker O'Neill Gives
Vote Of Confidence To Lance
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill gave Bert
Lance a vote of confidence today, but
said that the budget director's future in
government would be settled by the
President and Lance himself.
O'Neill said the subject of Lance did
not come up at a Democratic
congressional leadership meeting with
Carter at the White House.
The speaker, talking with reporters
after the breakfast meeting, said he
thought Lance could continue to "work
very effectively" as director of the
Office of Management and Budget.
"You're talking about sins of the
past," O'Neill, D-Mass., said of Lance's
bank overdrafts. is he doing an able
job? Yes, he's doing an able job.
"As long as the President has
confidence in him, that's the main
thing," O'Neill said. "I don't see any
lack of confidence as far as members of
the House are concerned."
O'Neill acknowledged, however, that
the matter was not a House issue.
A White House spokesman said that a
decision about whether Lance .would
stay on as Carter's budget director
would be a "personal" one between the
two men.
White House Press Secretary Jody
Powell said Monday that no decision on
Lance's future seems to have been
made yet, adding that he thought
Carter and Lance would reach a
decision together.
Carter has said he .will hold a news
conference .this week, but has not said
when. The Lance question could be
expected to dominate any presidential
news conference.
The Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee ended its nine days of public
hearings into Lance's finances on
Monday. The chairman of the panel,
Sen. Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn., said
Grant To MSU
Is Announced
U. S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard
today announced that the Department
of Special Education at Murray State
University has been awarded an $80,000
grant by the office of Education,
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.
The grant is for a career education
model for the handicapped.
he las "grave doubts" that the
com4ittee will issue a final report.
Me while, an Associated Press
nubile" opinion poll taken Monday night
showed Americans sharply divided
over the Lance affair.
The AP survey showed that nearly 38
per cent of those interviewed felt Lance
should resign, while about 35 per cent
said he should stay. Nearly 27 per cent
expressed noropinion.
And the nationwide telephone survey
of 1,548 adults showed about 26 per cent
of those interviewed said their
confidence in Carter's keeping his
promise to enforce high moral
standards in government had
decreased. Eight per cent said their
confidence had increased and 53 per
cent said their opinion of Carter's
commitment to that promise was not
affected by the Lance controversy.
After adjourning the )Senate
committee's investigation of Lance on
Monday, Ribicoff said he would call a
closed-door meeting of the panel in two
weeks or so to discuss what action, if
any, should be taken.
Asked what options would be
discussed at that time, he noted that
don't know what's going to intervene
between now and then."
Lance, who has insisted that he will
not resign, met privately with Carter on
Monday.
Powell disclosed the meeting, but did
not say who requested it or what was
discussed. Powell also said he and
presidential aide Hamilton Jordan
discussed the Lance affair with the
President on Sunday night.
Powell said White House officials felt
Lance did well in his testimony before
the Senate committee. A White House
aide said Carter praised the former
Georgia banker during Monday's
Cabinet meeting.
Carter reportedly spoke "very
favorably" about Lance's testimony
and about the way he conducted
himself and the way he answered
questions."
Meanwhile, Sen. William Proxmire.
D-Wis., the only senator who voted
against confirming Lance, said he isnot
as concerned about allegations
concerning Lance's conduct as a
banker as he is about signs that Lance
isn't doing his White House job.
Proxmire, chairman of the SenateBanking Committee, said, • • All
indications are that he ha § delegated
virtually all authority to subordinates
and really hasn't taken charge at all."
Hopkins Enters Plea Of
Nolo Contendere Monday
PADUCAH — A Murray used car
dealer has entered a nob o contendere
plea in U. S. District Court in
connection with ctiarges of illegal
tampering with or changing mileage
indicators.
Jerry L. Hopkins of Hopkins Motor
Sales, Stadium View Subdivision,
entered the plea Monday afternoon,
according to a spokesman for the
federal court clerk's office.
A jury sitting in federal court Monday
morning found Eddie Morgan, Route 8,
Murray, guilty on four counts of
"knowingly making a false material
declaration in violation of Title IV of the
organized Crime Control Act of 1970. .
19
Sentencing for both Hopkins and
Morgan is expected later before U.S.
District Judge Charles Allen, the
spokesman said.
U. S. Magistrate Ron Daniels
arraigned both men in June following
federal antitrust grand jury charges.
The grand jury charged Hopkins, in a
nine count indictment, with altering
odometers, giving false statements
about odometer readings; and the
investigative body charged that
Hopkins "devised and intended to
devise a scheme and artifice to defraud
and to obtain money and property by
means of false or fraudulent pretenses.
representations and promises from
those persons who could and would be
induced by the defendant to purchase
used automobiles on the basis of such.
pretenses, representations, and
promises, when the defendant knee
that the pretenses, representations am;




The descendants of lames
Smith, who died in 1788, have
maintained a curious family
tradition throughout the years.
They've passed a powder horn
which Smith scrimshawed in his
lifetime, down from generation to
generation, an4 always to the
oldest son. Here W.A. Smith Sr.,
Murray, a retired Murray State
University professor, displays the
powder horn. Smith inherited it
from Spencer Smith, the older of
the two brothers. Next in line for
the powder horn is William A
Smith Jr., Smith's son. The crown
head of England, a hunting scene
and a likeness of an Indian are
hand-carved on the over-200-
year-old powder horn. James
Smith came to the American
Colonies from Cumberland
England, in 1763. 
•
Staff Photo by Lowell At( hlir
The Murray city grant request calls
for a facility of about 5,900 square feet
to serve as a central public works
garage and centralized purchasing
warehouse. The building will also
provide office space, a lounge for
employees, rest rooms, a first aid room
and locker rooms. According to the
application description, the facility will
be built of steel, masonry and concrete.
Total cost of the Murray city project
is estimated at $70,000. Local funds
total $35,125.
Both the Dexter and Hazei.
community building projects are
estimated at $5,000 each. Both call for
Federal Title V funds in addition to the
AI),' request.
'Iota' estimated cost to build the
county humane shelter is $15,875. The
grant application calls for local funds
totaling $9,000.
The ADF request for the airport calls
for matching the money with state,
federal and local money. Total
estimated cost of the entire project,
which includes improvements on the
runway, a partial parallel taxiway,
extension of lighting and other
improvements, is $665,900.
PADD project approval is usually the
first step in a system of state and
federal agency review. PADD's •
Community Services Task Force
reviewed and endorsed the ADF
pr.,jects.
TOBACCO HARVESTED—Many local tobacco farmers have completed
harvesting this year's dark-fired tobacco crop and have placed the crops in
barns for smoking. County eNtension agent Ted Howard has predicted a
healthy yield on the 1977 crop. This photo shows Pat Evans at work on
Wallace Rogers' tobacco field near Lynn Grove.
Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley
Panel Okays Insulation Tax
Credit; Rejects Guzzler Tax
WASHINGTON ( API — The Senate
Finance Committee, after approvingv.residient Ceireses proposed tax credit
for home insulation, today rejected his
tax on gas-thirsty automobiles.
The surprise vote against the tax was
11 to 5. Several committee members
said they voted against the Carter tax
because the Senate already has voted to
ban the manufacture of fuel-inefficient
cars beginning in 1980.
Today's vote was even worse for
Carter than it appeared on its face.
There are growing indications that the
committee will vote to kill the other two
major taxes that make up the
President's energy tax program.
Despite the committee's vote, the
gas-guzzler tax is not dead. The full
Senate will consider it next month, as
will as a House-Senate conference
committee.
As passed by the House, the bill would
impose a tax of up to $553 on any 1979
model car that gets less than 13 miles
per gallon. In 1985, the maximum tax




"Tiger Sundae Sunday" is set for
Sept. 25 at McDonald's in Murray in
order to help Murray High School Band
members pay expenses for their trip to
the Orange Bowl on Jan. 1, 1978.
according to store owner-operators
Clyde and Mike Love.
For every sundae purchased, the
entire 45 cents purchase price will be
donated to the 193-member Tiger Band
by,the McDonald's at 107 N. 12th Street.
'We're hoping to sell 600 Sundaes and
raise close to $300," said Huth
Eversmeyer. Store Activities
Representative for McDonald's. The
ice cream mix for the sundaes will be
donated by Ryan Milk (7ompany.
The Tigers, currently the National
Grand Champion Marching Band
( NGCMB), will travel to Miami to
perform in the first annual Great Bands
of the Orange Bowl competition.
Murray field commanders ia.the event
will be Tammy Parker and Craig
Thurman. !teal .E,Kersmeyer will be
soloist in the field.
Under the direction of Joe Sills,
Buddy Light and Frank Schwab, the
band will also perform at Ihsney World
and will inarch in the Orange Bowl
parade, wheile it will precede the float
of Beatrice,, foods, sponsor of the
NGCMB competition.
"We believe this Sunday will be a VW
success," said Clyde Love. "So many
People in the Murray area are as proud
Of the Tiger Band as we are, and we
know they'll turn out to help in our
Tiger Sunday effort,".
hisirttellittift organize Tiger Sunlae
Sunday is store manager Jim Ghan.
Whatever the fate of the tax, it will
have no effect on an existing law which
penalises manufacturers if their fleet of
cars fall below a minimum efficiency
standard. For 1978 Models that
minimum is 18 mpg; in 1985 it rises to
27.5 mpg.
On a 9-7 vote the committee rejected
a House provision that would have
repealed the existing income tax
deduction for state and local gasoline
taxes. The repeal, supported by the
Carter administration, would have cost
consumers an additional $1.4 billion a
year by 1985.
Votes on two other key proposals are
likely later this week, with results also
expected to be unfavorable for Carter's
energy plan.
One panel member predicted that no
more than four of 18 members would
vote for a proposal to tax industrial use
of natural gas and oil so heavily that
utilities and factories would switch to
coal.
And committee aides said there is
virtually no chance the panel will
accept Carter's proposal to force
energy conservation by imposing a stiff




Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Like it or not, for Calloway Countians
it's that time of the year again — tax
bills are in the mail.
Over 23,000 bills, worth just over $1.6-
million, went into the mails last week.
"People started paying as early as
Friday," David Balentine, chief deputy
in Calloway County Sheriff's Office,
said Monday. Balentine said the
sheriff's office expects to go through a
- -peak payment period" within the next
two weeks.
Taxpayers who pay their bills by
November 1 can expect a two per cent
discount, while those who pay from
November 1 to December 31 can expect
to pay the face amount of the bill.
Should taxpayers wait until after
January 1, 1978, to pay their bills, they
will face a two per cent penalty. A 10
per cent penalty is tacked to bills paid
after January 31, 1978.
Balentine noted that Calloway County
traditionally maintains a high
inside today
collection rate, over 90 per cent.
"Most of the bills that we lose will be
for tangible items, anything that is
licensed," the chief deputy said.
Even though county property owners
began getting tax bills last week, the
sheriff's department began processing
the bills in mid-August.
"We'll usually receive the bills. . go
through and pull the loan requests,"
Balentine. .Once the loan requests are
pulled, the bills are stuffed and mailed,
Balentine said.
Of the 23,000-plus tax bills mailed out,
the local sheriff's department can
expect over 1,000 returned, most
. labeled "incorrect address."
"We'll have some to come in and ask
about their bills," Balentthe said. He
indicated that not receiving a bill
doesn't relieve property owners of the
responsibility to pay
Property tax bills are payable iri
Calloway County Sheriff's Off
Total assessed valuate for the
county is $307.805.268. Net assessment
is $1,686.554.
One Section — 10 Pages
What's a World's Fair like? Read today as the Murray
Ledger and Times columnist M.(' GarrAt rernmsces
about the Century of Progress Exposition„ the 1933.

























Mostls clear and cool tonight.
low in the low to mid 50s. Sunny
and mild Wednesday, high in the
upper *to low ft0s.
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Deaths and Funerals
Roy Leslie Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Being Held Today
Roy Leslie of . 216 South
Fifteenth Street, Murray, died
Sunday at 12:20 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 61 years of
age.
The Murray man was a
member of the Scotts Grove
Baptist Church, a- veteran of
World War II, and a "retesed
supervisor for the Athletic
Equipment Department of
Murray State University.
Born July 1, 1916, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Frank Leslie and
Floreng Noles Leslie.
esjie is survived by his
wife, Mr Ruby Jo Parker
Leslie, to whom he was
married on September 20,
1991; one daughter, Miss
Cindy Leslie, 216 South Fif-
teenth Street, Murray; two
sons, Larry Leslie, Murray
Route Two, and Danny Leslie,
Kirksey Route One; three
sisters, Mrs. Athel ( Bessie)
Norfleet, Milliken, Col.; two
foster sisters, Miss Martha
Spann and Dr. Liza Spann,
Murray Roue Eight; two
brothers, Jake Leslie,
Murray, and Bill Leslie,
Mayfield; five grandchildren
— Bill, Hugh Allen, Beth Ann,
Alison, and Emily Dee Leslie.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Johnson Easlex_and Bro. John
Dale officiatiffl. The song
service is by singers from the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Serving as pallbearers are
Bill Overbey, Porter Huie,
Homer Lusk, Chad Stewart,
Bailey Gore, and Rex
Alexander. Burial will follow
in the Coles Camp Ground
Cemetery.
Funeral Thursday
For Mr. Myers, Jr.
The funeral for George H.
Myers, Jr., father of Mrs.
Sandra Jane Tharp of Murray,
has been scheduled for two
p.m. Thursday at the Kennedy
Funeral Home, Paducah, with
the Rev. L.H. Porter of-
ficiating.
Burial will follow in the
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens,
Paducah. Members of
Masonic Lodge 127 will serve
as pallbearers, and Masonic
rites will be at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday at the funeral home.
Mr. Myers, a resident of
1468 Yarbo Lane, Paducah,
was a dispatcher for the
Purolator Courier, and was a
32nd degree Mason. He died
Thursday at his home.
He is survived by his wife,
Lillie Mae; five daughters
including Mrs. Tharpe of










Mrs. Ennis McDaniel of
Murray Route Three died
Saturday at 8:10 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 87 years of
age and the wife of Chester A.
McDaniel who died December
20, 1965.
The Calloway woman was a
member of the Union Ridge
United Methodist Church.
Born December 20, 1889, in
Marshall County, she was the
daughter of the late Jim
Clayton and Alice Wolfe
Clayton.
Mrs. McDaniel, is survived
by one daughter, Mrs. Clair
(Lucille) Spieer, Ocala, Fla.;
three sons, Ira W. Barnett,
Hardin, J. C. McDaniel,
Murray Route Three, and
Charles T. McDaniel, 1655
Ryan, Murray; three sisters,
Mrs. Katie Clingar, Norman,
Okla., Mrs. Lois Norwood,
Benton Route Five, and Mrs.
Callis Lee, Hardin; eight
grandchildren; thirteen great
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Steva
Shapard and the Rev. Henry
Smith officiating. The song
service is by the Union Ridge
Church Choir with Eleanor
Mills as organist. •
Pallbearers are Larry
Roberts, Bobby Joe Lee,
Wilbur Norwood, Ronnie
Norwood, James Clayton, and
Glen Clayton. Burial will
follow in the Union Ridge
Cemetery.
Mrs. J. B. Dover's
Mother Dies With
Funeral At Salem
Mrs. Johnny (Viola L.)
Brittain, mother of Mrs. J. B.
(Willie Mae) Dover of Hazel,
died Sunday, September 11, at
the Fulton County Hospital,
Salem, Ark. She was 71 years
of age.
The deceased was a resident
of Salem, Ark. Born
December 18, 1905, in Cord,
Ark., she was the daughter of
the late Isaac and May Hardin
Morris. She and her husband,
Johnny, who survives, were
married May 10, 1925.
Survivors include her
husband; six daughters, Mrs.
Dover of Hazel, Mrs. Lewellen
Caruthers and Mrs. Linda
Bishop, Salem, Ark., Mrs.
Kitty Watkins, Sturkie, Ark.,
Mrs. Lela Sisney and Mrs.
Phyllis Lieble, Kansas City,
two sons, Boyd (Pete)
Brittain, Kansas City, Mo.,




Morris, Lees Summitt, Mo.,
and Ray Denton, Monroe, La.;
one sister, Mrs. Mary Palmer,
Harrisburg, Ark.; nineteen
grandchildren including Miss
Theresa Dover of Hazel; one
great grandchild.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday, September 12, at two
p.m. at the .chapel of the
Leland Carter Funeral Home,
Salem, Ark., with the Rev. B.
W. Stallcup officiating. In-





Anger is seen everywhere these days. Children
angry at parents. Parnets angry at children. Students
angry at school authorities. Politicians angry at each
other. People yelling, roaring at each other. Anger
overriding reason nearly everywhere.
Anger is of course justified at times. But even when
anger is warranted, extreme expressions or actions
seldom serve any good purpose. More often than not,
anger causes retaliatory anger! Friendships cease.
Homes are broken. Apologies (if given) seldom repair
the mutilation in human relatoinships. •
Common sense should tell us how important it is to
conquer anger. What good does it do to blow off steam,
if it disrupts blood circulation and either aggravates or
brings on ailments in body and spirit And anger does
just that Ask your doctor! or, ask a clergyman. He
would probably say, "A soft' answer turns away
wrath..." or- "He that is slow to anger is better than the
mighty.. A better life is in store when those Biblical
expressions are understood....





The day old infant son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Lyell died
friday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Burial was in
the , North Mount Zion




Word has been received of
the death of Guy Edmonds of
Oklahoma City, Okla., for-
merly of Calloway County,
who died there Friday night at
the aReipf 81.
He was a member of a
Missionary Baptist Church at
Oklahoma City.
Mr. Edmonds is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Audie Hendon
Edmonds, also a former
Calloway County resident, to
whom heWas married in 1920;
twe daughters, Ruth of
Oklahoma City, Okla., and Sue
of Florida; two sisters, Mrs.
Genella Grisham of Jackson,
Tn., and Mrs. Jewel Niles of
Empire, Mich.; one brother,
Buel Edmonds of Murray;
seven grandchildren; one
great grandchild; several
nieces and nephews including
Leo Alexander and Billy
Edmonds of Murray.
Funeral and blirial services





Cecil Lovett died Saturday
at 7:15 a. m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. He was 71
years of age and a resident of
Benton Route Four.
The deceased was injured in
a car-truck collision that
occurred near Jonathan Creek
on.August 29 and had been in
the intensive care unit of the
hospital since that time. Of-
ficials said Mr. Lovett was the
driver of a car that collided
head-on with a truck on a rain-
slick U. S. 68 highway near the
Jonathan Creek bridge in a
mid-morning accident.
Mr. Lovett, a retired car-
penter, is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Regina Lovett; one son,
James Lewis Lovett, Benton
Route Four; two brothers,
Carl Lovett and Charlie
Lovett, Benton Route Four;
two grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home with Bro.
Connie Wyatt, Bro. Terry
Walkers, and Bro.. 0. D.
McKendree officiating. Burial
will follow in the Olive
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Dr. Allan Beane
Is CMF Speaker
Dr. Allan Beane will
dress the fall kick-off meetin
of the Christian's Met
Fellowship of the Fir-:
Christian Church this, We I-
nesday, September 2'.
following thZ cook-out at six p
m. His talk will focus on his
research and experience in
"Christian Education and the
Mentally Retarded Citizen
Don McCord, CMF president
will preside.
Dr. Beane currently serve,
as the State Chairman of the
Religious Nurture Committee
of the Kentucky Association
Retarded Citizens. He teaches
Special Education at Murray
High School and this past
summer taught two courses at
Murray State University. He
also serves as Minister of
Youth at Locust Grove Baptist
Church. He did his doctoral
dissertation at Southern
Illinois University on the
"Attitudes of Kentucky
Southern Baptist Pastors
Toward the Retarded. . ."
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stock of local interest i.t noi
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger s.
Times by First of Michigan, Corp.,
Murray. are as follows
Heublein Inc.













Franklin Mint  .11%
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M Sinion Co. are as Mows
Indus. Avg._• 4 26
Airco 27% +
Am. Motors  unc















Ford Motor Co 
Gen Dynamics 53% +%
Gen. Motors NI% -As
Gen Tire 24% -%
Goodrich 20% -%
Gulf Oil a -L4
Pennwalt 34 i-k.
Quaker Oats 73% -%
Republic Steel 22% uric
Singer Mfg. ut. -L.
Tappan 9% -14
Western Union 10% uric




ALBANY, Ky. (AP) —
Larry Ferguson, a Clinton
County farmer, says he
expects no further efforts to
stop a rock festival he has
planned for next weekend at
his farm 642 miles north of
Albany.
"They've tried everything
they possibly can to stop me
and failed," said Ferguson.
Circuit Judge Leonard
Wilson turned down a request
Saturday by about 60 area
residents for an injunction to
stop the concert. Opponents
expressed concern that it.
could lead to trouble and
unruly behavior.
Ferguson said he has hired a
Lexington security agency to
keep order and thinks the
Saturday and Sunday festival
can be held peacefully. Judge
Wilson said he cannot issue an





By F.J.L Blasingarne, MD. tion, such transplants may
survive and function.
0. Mr. B. B. has a rela-
tive who has 'liver fail-
uce." His condition is poor,
but he 'appears "to be
healthy except for this one
problem."
The Writer wants to
know if a liver transplant
can be done from a person
with a normal liver but
dying from some other
trouble.
A. liver failure is a se-
rious illness which is often
fatal.
Sonic acute cases have
benefited from washing
the toxins from the blood in
a manner similar to kidney
dialysis, with a feu; of the
cases surviving atter the
acute stage subsides. Most
cases are less fortunate
and often deteriorate rap-
idly to death.
While liver transplants
have been done, the results
are not satisfactory,
largely because of the re-
action to "foreign" tissue
from another person. In
COUNTING CALORIES
IN ALCOHOLIC DRINKS-
!). Mrs. W. P. writes that
she and her husband enjoy
a couple o( cocktails al-
most every evening before
dinner and another at bed-
time. Both of them are
trying to whtch their
weight and would Iikc to
know the apprlowliate
number of calories w. loch
are consumed in the aver-
age cocktail.
A. According to clifford
Gastineau of the \1,10
Clinic nutrition rt-
ment, a practical formula
for calculating the e;-,Iiiries
in alcoholic drinks is 0 8 x
the proof of the liquor x the
ounces consumed.
For example, if ,,ich
cocktail - contains two
ounces of 116-pronf bon rtii in,
the caloric value would be
1.0.8 x 86 x 2 ) 137.6 Three
such drinks would total 41:1
calories. This number sup-
plies one-fifth or one.,ixth
future years. when more is of. the total avarage rim!),
known to pontrok unfuwit_calorir—. intake - -many- en-gmerrInr-nntl—gratifate -reactions arid tissue rejec- persons. grees in engineering.
Senate Committee Deciding On
Continuation Of Lance Inquiry
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate
minittee investigating the financial
a!rairs of Bert Lance is deciding
51.ether to continue its inquiry as two
,cv members say they still want Lance
resign.
The Senate Governmental Affairs
'•ii anittee planned to call witnesses
rri its own staff today to answer
Lance's assertion that he told
omunittee investigators in January
about the financial troubles now under
investigation.
Sen. Charles Percy, R-111., the
ranking Republican on the committee,
said the staff members called to testify
would contradict Lance's contention
that he told investigators about his
financial dealings before being
confirmed by the Senate panel.
Sen. Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn.,
chairman of the committee, said
members would meet in a closed
session later to decide whether to end
the investigation or call more
witnesses.
And he noted the conunittee can do
little more than it has done. "There's no
way a committee can unconfirm an
executive official," he said.
Ribicoff said Sunday night that
Lance's three days of testimony last
week did not change his opinion that the
budget director should step down. In
fact, Ribicoff said, Lance's position was
worsened by his testimony.
Ribicoff said in a telephone
Interview: "My position hasn't changed
as to my statement of Labor Day. The
hearings have made it worse, not
better. Personally, I think he's looking
worse."
On Labor Day, Ribicoff and Percy
met with President Carter and urged
that Lance quit because of information
committee investigators uncovered
about his banking practices.. .
Percy said Sunday he still feels Lance
shduld quit. Percy said the three days
of testimony by Lance "strengthened




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Outgoing Louisville Mayor
Harvey Sloane says he is
preparing to run for.statewide
office in 1979. But he's not
ready to say which office.
Sloane has said before that
he is "looking very strongly"
at either the governor's or
lieutenant governor's office
and will make a definite
announcement next year.
"I'm not prepared to
elaborate at this point," he
said Saturday.
Sloane said he is preparing
for a statewide race but has
not yet set up a campaign





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky lawyers should be
allowed to advertise in
newspapers but not on




director, said the guidelines
adopted. Saturday will soon be
submitted to the Kentucky
Supreme Court, which must
approve them if they are to
take effect.
The 11.S. Supreme Court
ruled last June that lawyers
have the right to advertise
their fees for routine services.
The KBA board's guidelines
would limit the advertising .to
newspaper classified sections,
telephone books, leg.al
directories and law lists.
The guidelines would
require ads to be good
taste" and not exceed 18
square inches.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Sep-
temoer 19, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report includes!! Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 974 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts .77 lower Sows steady
US 1-2 100430 lbs. ... $40.00-40.25
US 14 300-24015..   93975.40.00
US 2-4 240-20017a $39.00-39.75
US 3-4 210490 lbs. 930254900
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lb.. $34.00-3500
US 1-3 300-500 lb. . $33.0044.00
US 14 500050 lb.. 93410-35.00 taw 36 AM
US 24 306400 lbs $32.0043.00
Boars 24.00-27.00
The Cooper Union, founded in
1859 by philanthropist-industri-
alist Peter Cooper, is a tuition-
free college in New York City
that awards undergraduate de-
_0es in art, architecture - and
leave government."
President Carter dodged questions
about Lance on Sunday. Last Friday,
about midway in Lance's testimony,
Carter said he thought his old friend
had "enhanced his position." But
Carter added that he was "keeping an
open mind about the entire subject."
Two other members of the
committee, a Democratic supporter
and a Republican critic of Lance, said
Sunday they expect the budget director
to remain at his post at least for a while.
"I see no reason Bert Lance should
resign or certainly be fired," Sen.
Thomas F. Eagleton, D-Mo., said on the
CBS television program "Face the
Nation."
Sen. William V. Roth, R-Del., was
asked on the same program whether he
expected Lance to be retained as
budget chief and replied: "It certainly
sounds to me as though that is the
current intention of the President."
Completing his testimony before the
committee at an unusual Saturday
session, Lance said he would "return to
my duties ... with an even firmer sense
of responsibility and dedication."
As for the question of taking further
testimony, Eagleton said Sunday the
hearings should stop. "They have gone
on too long and are becoming a three-
ring circus," he said.
Purchase 4-H, FFA Beef
Shows Slated In Mayfield
The 1977 Purchase 4-H and FFA
District Beef Steer Show is scheduled to
begin with an on-foot show at Farmers
Livestock Company, which is located
on North 17th Street in Mayfield, on
Monday, September 26, according to
Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture
Thomas L. (Tom) Harris.
Harris said weighing of entries will
begin at 7:00 a. m. on the day of the
show, and that all entries must be in
place on the grounds by 9:00 a.m. The
en-foot show is scheduled to begin at
10:30 a. m., with the sale of entries set
for 7:30 p. m. that evening.
In addition to the on-foot show, which
is to be judged by Joe Bill Meng,
cattleman from Bowling Green,
Kentucky, all steers competing in the
on-foot show are eligible for carcass
evaluation. Dr. York Varney,
University of Kentucky, will serve as
carcass judge, and results of the
carcass contest will be reported at the
Purchase Steer Show Banquet, which
will be held Tuesday evening, October
11, beginning at 6:30 p. m. in the
Training Room of Winslow Cafeteria on
the campus of Murray State University.
The Purchase Show is one of five
district beef steer shows held
throughout the state. The Kentucky
pepartment of Agriculture is happy to
sponsor these activities in cooperation
14vith the University of Kentucky
Ep.ensiori_SerVice and the Division of
Vlocational Agricultural Education of
tlie State Department of Education.
Commissioner Harris urged 4-H and.
FFA members to attend the show,
saying, "It will give these young
agriculturalists an opportunity to learn
about the type of beef animal in
demand on today's market." A special
invitation is- extended to youth
exhibitors to bring .their steers and
participate in this educational activity.
Persons desiring further information
should contact the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture, Division of
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City Garage, Courthouse Renovation Included
PADD Okays Grant Appiiccitions
MAYFIELD — Purchase Area
Development District ( PADD ) has
given first-step approval to a $34,000
application from Murray to build a
public works garage and warehouse for
central purchasing.
PADD's board of directors, in a
Monday night session, also gave
tentative approval to at least six
Calloway County Fiscal Court
proposals one a 916,000 request for Area
Development Funds ( ADF ) to remodel
a portion of Calloway County
Courthouse.
PADD tentatively approved a $5,000
ADF allocation to Murray-Calloway
County Airport for FAA required
improvements. The area development
district also approved an ADF request
for $6,875 to build a humane shelter.
Other county ADF approvals went to
Dexter Community Center (1,000 ),
Hazel Community Center ($1,000), and
Jackson Purchase Regional Museum
($5,000).
According to a description of the
grant request, the county courthouse
remodeling will include the complete
renovation of an area that is presently
unable to be used. On completion of the
renovation, additional space will be
available for use. The installation of air
conditioning and the purchase of a
courthouse clock are also included in
the improvements requested."
House Speaker O'Neill Gives
Vote Of Confidence To Lance
WASHINGTON (AP) — House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill gave Bert
Lance a vote' of confidence today, but
said that the budget director's future in
government would be settled by the
President and Lance himself.
O'Neill said the subject of Lance did
not come up at a Democratic
congressional leadership meeting with
Carter at the White House.
The speaker, talking with reporters
after the breakfast meeting, said he
thought Lance could continue to "work
very effectively" as director of the
Office of Management and Budget.
"You're talking about sins of the
past," O'Neill, D-Mass., said of Lance's
bank overdrafts. "Is he doing an able
.job? Yes, he's doing an able job.
"As long as the President has
confidence in him, that's the main
thing," O'Neill said. "I don't see any
lack of confidence as far as members of
the House are conarned."
O'Neill acknowledged, however, that
the matter was not a House issue.
A White House spokesman said that a
decision about whether Lance would
stay on as Carter's budget director
would be a "personal" one between the
two men.
White House Press Secretary Jody
Powell said Monday that no decision on
Lance's future seems to have been
made yet, adding that he thought
Carter and Lance would reach a
decision together.
Carter has said he will hold a news
conference this week, but has not said
when. The Lance question could be
expected to dominate any presidential
news conference.
The Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee ended its nine days of public
hearings into Lance's finances on
Monday. The chairman of the panel,
Sen. Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn., said
Grant To MSU
Is Announced
U. S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard
today announced that the Department
of Special Education at Murray State
University has been awarded an 880,000
grant by the office of Education,
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.
The grant is for a career education
model for the handicapped.
he has "grave doubts" that the
committee will issue a final report.
Meanwhile, an Associated Press
public opinion poll taken Monday night
showed Americans sharply divided
over the Lance affair. .•
The AP survey showed that nearly 38
per cent of those interviewed felt Lance
should resign, while about 35 per cent
said he should stay. Nearly 27 per cent
expressed no opinion.
And the nationwide telephone survey
of 1,548 adults showed about 26 per cent
of those interviewed said their
confidence in Carter's keeping his
promise to enforce high moral
standards in government had
decreased. Eight per cent said their
confidence had increased and 53 per
cent said their opinion of Carter's
commitment to that promise was not
affected by the Lance controversy.
After adjourning the Senate
committee's investigation of Lance on
Monday, Ribicoff said he would call a-
closed-door meeting of the panel in two
weeks or so to discuss what action, if
any, should be taken.
Asked what options would be
discussed at that time, he noted that "I
don't know what's going to intervene
between now and then."
Lance, who has insisted that he will
not resign, met privately with Carter on
Monday.
Powell disclosed the meeting, but did
not say who requested it or what was
discussed. Powell also said he and
presidential aide Hamilton Jordan
discussed the Lance affair with the
President on Sunday night.
Powell said White House officials. felt
Lance did well in his testimony before
the Senate committee. A White House
aide said Carter praised the former
Georgia banker during Monday's
Cabinet meeting.
Carter reportedly spoke "very
favorably" about Lance's testimony
and about "the way he conducted.
himself and the way he answered
questions."
Meanwhile, Sen. William Proxmire,,
D-Wis., the only senator who voted
against confirming Lance, said he is not
as concerned about allegations
concerning Lance's conduct as a
banker as he is about signs that Lance
isn't doing his White House job.
Proxmire, chaisenson' of the Senate
Banking Committee, said, ••Au
indications are that he has delegated
virtually all authority to subordinates
and really hasn't taken charge at all."
Hopkins Enters Plea Of
Nolo Contendere Monday
PADUCAH -- A Murray used car
dealer has entered a nob o contendere
plea in U. S. District Court in
connection with charges of illegal
tampering with or changing mileage
indicators.
Jerry L. Hopkins of Hopkins Motor
Sales, Stadium View_ Subdivision,
entered the plea Monday afternoon,
according to a spokesman for the
federal court clerk's office.
A jury sitting in federal court Monday
morning found Eddie Morgan, Route 8,
Murray, guilty on four counts of
"knowingly making a false material
declaration in violation of Title IV of the
organized Crime Control Act of 1970. .
Sentencing for both Hopkins and
Morgan is expected later 'before U.S.
District Judge Charles Allen, the
spokesman said.
U. S. Magistrate Ron Daniels
arraigned both men in June following
federal antitrust grand jury charges.
The grand jury charged Hopkins, in a
nine count indictment, with altering
odometers, giving false statements
about odometer readings; and the
investigative body charged that
Hopkins "devised and intended to
devise a scheme and artitice to defraud
and to obtain money and property b:‘
means of false or fraudulent pretenses.
representations and promises from
those persons who could and would be
induced by the defendant to purchase
used automobiles on the basis of suct-.
pretenses, representations, and
promises, .when the defendant knev
that the pretenses, representations and
promises were false when made."
Smith
Tradition
The descendants of James
Smith, who died in 1788, have
maintained a curious family
tradition throughout the years.
They've passed a powder horn
which Smith scrimshawed in his
lifetime, down from generation to
generation, and always 'to the
oldest son. Here W.A. Smith Sr.,
Murray, a retired Murray State
University professor, displays the
powder horn. Smith inherited it
from Spencer Smith, the older of
the two brothers. Next in line for
the powder horn is William A
Smith Jr., Smith's sop, The crown
head of England, a hunting scene
and a likeness of an Indian are
hand-carved on the over-200-
year-old powder horn. James
Smith came to the American
Colonies from Cumberland
England, in 1763.
Staff Photo by Lowell At( hIc‘
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The Murray city grant request calls
for a facility of about 5,900 square feet
to serve as a central public works
garage and centralized purchasing
warehouse. The building will also
provide office space, a lounge for
employees, rest rooms, a first aid room
and locker rooms. According to the
application description, the facility will
be built of steel, masonry and concrete.
Total cost of the Murray city project
is estimated at $70,000. Local funds
total $35,125.
Both the Dexter and Hazel
coinmunity building projects are
estimated at $5,000 each. Both call for
Federal Title V funds in addition to the
ADF' request.
Total estimated cost to build the
county humane shelter is $15,875. The
grant application calls for local funds
totaling $9,000. •
The ADF request for the airport calls
for matching the money with state,
federal and local money. Total
estimated cost of the entire project,
which includes improvements on the
runway, a partial parallel taxiway,
extension of lighting and other
improvements, is $665,900.
PADD project approval is usually the
first step in a system of state and
federal agency review. PADD's
Community Services Task Force
reviewed and endorsed the ADF
projects.
TOBACCO HARVESTED—Many local tobacco farmers have completed
harvesting this year's dark-fired tobacco crop and have placed the crops in
barns for smoking. County extension agent Ted Howard has predicted a
healthy yield on the 1977 crop. This photo shows Pat Evans at work on
Wallace Rogers' tobacco field near Lynn Grove.
Staff Photo by Lowell Att-hley
Panel Okays Insulation Tax
Credit; Rejects Guzzler Tax
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate
Finance Committee, after approving
wrvauseat Onetees proposed tax credit
for home insulation, today rejected his
tax on gas-thirsty automobiles.
The surprise vote against the tax was
11 to 5. Several committee members
said they voted against the Carter tax
because the Senate already has voted to
ban the manufacture of fuel-inefficient
cars beginning in 1980.
Today's vote was even worse for
Carter than it appeared on its face.
There are growing indications that the
committee will vote to kill the other two
major taxes that make *up the
President's energy tax program.
Despite the committee's vote, the
gas-guzzler tax „..is not dead. The full
Senatetwill consider it next month, as
will as a House-Senate conference
committee.
As passed by the House, the bill would
impose a tax of up to $553 on any 1979
model car that gets less than 13 miles
per gallon. In 1985, the maximum tax




"Tiger Sundae Sunday" is set for
Sept. 25 at McDonald's in Murray in
order to help Murray High School Band
members pay expenses for their trip to
the Orange Bowl on Jan. 1, 1978,
according to store owner-operators
Clyde and Mike Love.
For every sundae purchased, the
entire 45 cents purchase price will be
donated to the 193-member Tiger Band
by the McDonald's at 107 N. 12th Street.
"We're hoping to sell 600 Sundaes and
raise close to $300," said Ruth
Eversmeyer, Store Activities
Representative for McDonald's. The
ice cream mix for the sundaes will be
donated by Ryan Milk Company.
The Tigers, currently the National
Grand Champion Marching Band
NGCMB.i, will travel to Miami to
perform in the first annual Great Bands
of the Orange Bowl competition.
Murray field commanders in the event
will be Tammy Parker and Craig
Thurman. Kent Eversmeyer will be
soloist in the field.
Under the direction of .10e Sills,
Buddy Light and Frank Schwab. the
band will also perform at rhsney World
and will march in the Orange Bowl
parade, where it will precede the float
of Beatrice foods, sponsor of the
NGCMB competition.
"We billleve this Sunday will be a big
succesi,'" said Clyde Love. "So many
People in the Murray area are as proud
of the Tiger Band as we are, and we
know they'll turn out to help in our
Tiger Sunday effort."
Also helping organize Tiger Sundae
Sunday is store manager Jim (;han
Whatever the fate of the tax, it will
have no effect on an existing law which
penalizes manufacturers if their fleet of
cars fall below a minimum efficiency
standars., For 1978 models that
mininfuris 18;mpg ; in 1985 it rises to
27.5 mpg.
On a 9-7 vote the committee rejected
a House provision that would have
repealed the existing income tax
deduction for state and local gasoline
taxes. The repeal, supported by the
Carter administration, would have cost
, consumers an additional $1.4 billion a
year by 1985.
Votes on two other key proposals are
likely later this week, with results also
expected to be unfavorable for Carter's
energy plan.
One panel member predicted that no
more than four of 18 members would
vote for a proposal to tax industrial use
of natural gas and oil so heavily that
utilities and factories would switch to
coal.
And committee aides said there is
virtually no chance the panel will
accept Carter's proposal to force
energy conservation by imposing a stiff




Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Like it or not, for Calloway Countians
it's that time of the year again — tax
bills are in the mail.
Over 23,000 bills, worth just over $1.6-
million, went into the mails last week.
"People started paying as early. as
Friday," David Balentine, chief deputy
in Calloway County Sheriff's Office,
said Monday. Balentine said the
. sheriff's office expects to go through a
"peak payment period" within the next
two weeks.
Taxpayers who pay their bills by
November 1 can expect a two per cent
discount, while those who pay from
November 1 to December 31 can expect
to pay the face amount of the bill.
Should taxpayers wait until after
January 1, 1978, to pay their bills, they
will face a two per cent penalty. A 10
per cent penalty is tacked to bills paid
after January 31, 1978.
Balentine noted that Calloway County
traditionally maintains a high
inside today
collection rate, intr. 90 per cent.
"Most of the bills that we lose will be
for tangible items, anything that is
licensed," the chief deputy said.
Even though county property owners.,
began getting tax bills last week, the
sheriff's department began processing
the bills in mid-August.
"We'll usually receive the bills. . go
through and pull the loan requests,"
Balentine. Once the loan requests are
pulled, the bills are stuffed and mailed.
Balentine said.
Of the 23,000-plus tax bills mailed out.
the local sheriff's department can
expect over 1,000 returned, most
labeled "incorrect address."
'We'll have some to come in and ask
about their bills," Balentine said. He
indicated that not receiving a bill
doesn't relieve property owners it the
responsibility to pay.
Property tax bills are payable I fl
Calloway County Sheriff's Of fire
Total assessed valuate (n for the
county is $307.i1,05.2613 Net ,issessment
is $1$86,554.
One Section — 10 Pages
What's a World's Fair like? Read today as the Mimi!,
Ledger and Times columnIst Garr.,tt renunsces
about the Century of Progress Exposition. the 1933






















Mostly clear and cool tonight.
ipw in the low to mid 50s. Sunm
and mild Wednesday, high In the
upper 70s talcrwitOs.




By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: For three years, I've been involved in a
very painful love triangle. The man I love says he loves
both me and the other woman.
I know the other woman. We finally got together and
compared notes and found out that he had been lying to
both of us!
Here's the unbelievable part: Knowing that he's a
no-good liar who has been using both of us, I just can't say
goodby to him and make it stick. The other woman feels
the same way about him. He has us under some kind of
spell.
Abby, why would a woman who knows a man is no good
and will only hurt her keep going back for more? What
kind of fool am I?
Sign me . .
WEAK
DEAR WEAK: You obviously have a neurotic need to
punish yourself. I You either enjoy pain in a perverse sort
of way, or you think you deserve it.) The fact that you've
written to me shows that you're tired of leading with your
chin. Get into therapy and find out why you set yourself up
repeatedly for that kind of punishment. And when you do,
you'll know what kind of fool you were.
DEAR ABBY: My mother-in-law keeps bringing her
friends over for a guided tour of her son's new house. I
wouldn't mind so much, but she never gives me any
warning, and it's embarrassing when I haven't had time to
tidy up the. place.
And while I'm complaining about my mother-in-law, she
always refers to our children as "my son's children." And
she calls this house, "my son's house." Everything is her
son's . . . as though he had no wife.
▪ Even though I'm sure this won't make your column, it's
such a relief to get it off my chest.
Thanks, Abby. I had to tell somebody. I'd never
complain to my husband because he's a sweet guy who's
had-to put up with his mother a lot longer than I have.
OFF MY CHEST IN CHELSEA
DEAR OFF: You're wise to get it off your chest without
putting it on your husband's shoulders. My mail tells me
that few things irritate husbands more than a wife who
complains about his mother.
DEAR ABBY: May I say a word for the medical
secretaries who are ready to scream? Crowded waiting
rooms are no fun for anybody, especially if you're sick and
can't find a place to sit.
Waiting rooms are always crowded because people who
have appointments insist on bringing their children for the
or their friends, cousins—you name it—for
"company."
Children get restless and cranky. They cry and run all
over the office. Then when Mommie sees the doctor the
kids are left unattended, and I have to watch them and
pick up the mess when they leave. Sometimes Daddy or
Grandma comes along to keep an eye on the children, but if
they can watch them here, why not at home?
Please, Abby, remind people that there is just so much
spade in a doctor's lor dentist's) office, and if patients must
have company, to limit it to just one person.
MEDICAL SECRETARY
DEAR SECRETARY: Consider it done.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
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WORLD FRIENDSHIP CLUB—Attending a picnic at the Murray-Calloway County Park
held by the World Friendship Club were, left to right, back row, Everette Miles, Murray;
W. A. Erwin, 1Grksey; Tina Olson, Germany; Ola Mae Roberts, Cherry Corner; Anna Er-
win, 1Grksey; Johnny Buchanan, South Carolina; second row, Gary Ferguson, Puryear,
Tn.; Glen Olson and Rob Walston, jr., Murray; Tina Miles, Mexico; Gertrud Hoock
Giessen, Germany; Helen Kaniounis, Greece; third row, Gladys Buchanan and Candace
Buchanan, Nicaragua; Mene Coskuner, Turkey, Glen Olson, Jr., and Debbie and Roman
Shapla, Murray; Monicia Walston and Holly, Germany; front, William Erwin, larksey;
Heather Walston, Murray; Sachiko Ferguson, Japan; Hanna and Ann Shapla, Murray.








Methodist Church Women will
meet at the lake home of Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Charlton at
six p.m.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
salad supper at 6:30 p.m. at
the club house.
Recital by several members
of MSU Department of Music
faculty will begin at 8:15 p.m.
in the Farrell Recital Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Tuesday, September 18
Esther Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Grayson McClure at six
p.m. for a potluck picnic.
Lydian Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
meet at the Fellowship Hall of
the church at 7:30 p.m.
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Murray TOPS Club will





The annual meeting of the
Audubon District, Kentucky
Federation of Garden Clubs,
will be held on Thursday,
September 29, at Barkley
Lodge convention center.
Mrs. Douglas LeNeave, of
Mayfield is co-director of the
district.
Guest speaker for the
meeting will be H. Duncan
Callicott, landscape architect,
who is director of the Ten-
nessee Botanical Gardens,
Cheekwood, in Nashville.
Coffee and registration will
be from 9 until 9:45 a.m., and
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Wednesday, September 21
Pacers Homemakers Club
will meet with Joan Brun at
nine a.m. Note change in date.
J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the
Confederacy will have a
potluck luncheon at the
Community Roorq, North
Branch of Peoples ,Bank, at
twelve noon.
Christian Men's Fellowship,
Firit Christian Church, will
meet at six p.m. for a cookout





meet at the Kirksey Church at
seven p.m. with Mitch Nirruno
as speaker. Officers and




will meet at seven p.m. at the
school.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the home of Mrs. Farris,
mother of Rita Burton.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a
salad supper at 6:30 p.m. at
the club house with Margie
Shown presenting music.
Michael Freman, comedian,
will perform in the auditorium
of the Student Center, Murray
State, at 8:30 p.m.
Adranceck Group Plans
Play Here Thursday
Pairings for th'i Advanced
Group of Womenii Tennis for
the Murray Country Club for
play on Thursday, September
22, have begil released as
follows:
Court No. One — nine a.m.
— Peggy Billington and Terri
Burke vs. Judy Nall and
Georgianna Moffitt.
Court No. Two — nine a.m.
— Nancy Walston and Lillie
Johnson vs. Patsy Miller and
Kathy Burchfield.
Court No. Three — ten a.m.
— Sharon Brown vs. Shirley
Boone.
Are You Series? Do you











Take 94 East out of Murray
for 2 macs. Turn right on
280. Follow '280 for 7 miles
past Bonne?. Grocery. Take
blacktop into Panorama to
first stop sign, turn right then




MSU, will be held in Room 500,
Faculty Hall, at 3:30 p.m.
Open to interested individuals
land there is no charge.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by Senior Citizens
with work at 10:30 a.m., lunch
at noon, and table games at
one p.m.
Let's Stay Well By F.J.L.. Blasingame,
New Spongy Contraceptive
0. Ms. S. V. writes that,
after taking the Pill for ten
years, she has been
advised by her physician to
stop taking it because it
has a tendency to elevate
her blood pressure. She is
afraid to have an intraute-
rine device inserted be-
cause of reports of possible
harm. However, she has
heard that a new, effec-
tive, sponge-like contra-
ceptive has been developed
that is safe. She asks for
more information about
this.
A. A device made of
I collagen, a sponge-likematerial, has been devel-
oped by Milos Chvapil,
' M.D., of the University of
Arizona.
The collagen spong con-
traceptive (CSC) is simple
in design and functions as
a diaphragm. The soft,
compressible, chunky de-
vice is inserted high into
the vagina with the fingers
or an applicator. The CSC
is placed against the cer-
vix so that its canal is
blocked. The collagen is
essentially nonirritating.
No vaginal discharge is
reported becuase of its
sponge-like consistency, it
can accommodate its
shape and fit snugly
against the tissues of the
upper vagina and cervix.
The collagen is some-
what porous, absorbent,
and resilient, which allows
it to tl'ap the sperm and
prevent them from enter-
ing' the uterus. No addi-
tional chemical is needed
the sperm.
The CSC can be worn for
a few days or longer, de-
pending on how active the
woman's sex life is,
washed, and replaced in
the vagina.
The collagen sponge con-
traceptive is under study
and not available to the
general public at this time.
The preliminary studies
are reported as favorable,
but additional clinical tri-
als are necessary before
the CSC will be approved
by the Food and Drug
Administration. Such ap-
proval will probably take a
couple of years.
In the meantime, you
will have to use a tradi-
tional diaphragm and jelly






Three tender pieces of Ocean
Cod Filet. Breaded and deep-fried
to a golden brown, Served
with your choice of











EMPHASIS IS ALWAYS ' PLACED ON YOU, OUR DEPOSITORS...GIVING YOU
EVERY ADVANTAGE, TO MAKE SURE YOUR SAVINGS PLAN EARNS THE
MAXIMUM ALLOWED BY LAW!
Passbook Account* may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum.
Dividends may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually or annually as the depositor may
choose. J.
PASSBOOK 12 OR 24 NORTH
SAYINGS CERTIFICATES
5¼% 61/2%
5.39% Effective 6.72% Effective
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ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er
. An excellent period for in-
ventions, new ideas, new
methods and means of ap-
proach, making adjustments
and dealing in issues ptrtaining
to the future.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Try a strategy that worked in
the past if a new one is not
producing. The right start and
"follow through" will keep you
master of all situations.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
. "Strategy and common sense
will be the biggest factors in
making a successful day.
THINK your way through ob-
stacles.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 13)
Watch the budget now. Avoid
a tendency to overspend on
nonessentials. Trying to "keep
tip with the Joneses" is not only
impractical but futile.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) afg
A time for review — to find
missing links, details hidden to
the casual eye, to change ac-
tivities which have gone off
Sic)
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%
Aspects fairly bright, but
• there may be hidden snags,
conditions with which to reckon
carefully. No jumping to con-
clusions! Hear others out fully.
LIBRA 
AEI(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Quite unexpectedly you find
the solution to a difficult
problem. Another's casual
words could put you on the right
track.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nl'elt"
You can afford to be a bit
daring now. Do something —
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1977
What kind of day will anything — to lessen the depth
tomorrow be? To find out what of any rut in which you may find
the stars say, read the forecast yourself.
given for your birth Sigh. /0 SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Jupiter, favorable, stimulates
your skills and talents. You
should accomplish much. Keep
the ball rolling, the door to
opportunity open.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Ida
Give careful thought to
financial affairs — not only
business-wise but where your
personal budget is concerned.
In speculative matters, go slow.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) I k=
Get together with those in-
volved in current projects if it
would bring about better un-
derstanding, further progress.
Your own "answers" could be a
bit off.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC.
Unexpected altercations
could mar your day, so be alert
at all times. Do YOUR part to -
maintain harmony.
A009
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind and
the endurance and persistence
required to give you a keen edge
in the field of research. In
science and historical writing
you are without par. You also
have a great gift for imagery
and, should you choose writing
or music as a career, your
works will be brilliant and
Impressive. Other fields in
which you could succeed:
statesmanship, diplomacy,
banking and publishing. Traits
to curb: intolerance and lack of
leniency toward the faults of
others. Birthdate of: H. G.
Wells, - historian, author;
Girolamo Savonarola, Ital.
reformer; Henry Stimson, U.S.
statesman.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Creston Bucy of Murray
Route Two has been a patient






There Is A Better Way!
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Miss McMillen Married To
Mr. Pasco At Church Here
The First Christian Church
of Murray was the setting of a
'candlelit ceremony uniting
Deborah McMillen and James
Pasco in holy matrimony on a
Saturday afternoon in August.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mc-
Millen of 1600 Keenland Drive,
and the groom is the son of
John 0. Pasco, Sr., of 306
North 14th Street and the late
Mrs. Ruth Pasco.
The double-ring ceremony
as performed by the
Reverend Robert Brockhoff of
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
assisted by the Rev. Dr. David
Roos of the First Christian
Church.
The vows were exchanged
before an altar flanked by
candelabra and arrangements
of pastel carnations and
daisies. Two large ferns
completed the altar setting.
The windows 'of the church
were adorned with candles
and ivy. The family pews were
marked with ivory bows.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Miss Donna
Humphries, organist, and
Mrs. Elizabeth Pasco, soloist.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father, was given
in marriage by her parents.
She wore a formal floorlength
ivory gown fashioned of qiana
knit. The empire bodice
featured a Julia Ann neckline
and long tapered sleeves
accented with Venice lace. A
detachable chapel train
completed the ensemble. Her
fingertip veil of silk illusion
cidged in Venice lace was
attached to a lace-trimmed
Juliet headpiece.
Her only jewelry was a
_ pearl necklace. She carried a
bouquet of silk roses, daisies,
Iand carnations accented with• tinted babys breath.
The bride chose her sister,
V Miss Deanna McMillen, as her
0
maid of honor. She was attired
in a mint green halter dress of
0 qiana knit. A flowing floral
capelet was worn over the
halter bodice. Her headpiece
I
was of miniature CaThatiegla
and babysbreath tihted to
match the dress. She carried
I three tinted carnations tied• with mint green ribbon.
i Mrs. Denise Rodriguez of
0 Kalamazoo, Mich., Miss Dona
o Neville of Louisville, and Miss
I Jana Jones of Murray served= as bridal attendants. Their
I dresses were identical in
fashion to the maid of honor's
dress with Mrs. Rodriguez
wearing bide, Miss Neville
o wearing yellow, and Miss
I Jones wearing coral.Their carnation headpieces
i were tinted to match the color
of their dresses. Each carried
o a single tinted carnation with
I matching ribbon.
o Attending the groom as best
man was Steve Hobbs of
V Murray. The groomsmen
were John Pasco, Jr., of
Murray, Bill Pasco of
O Lexington, and Tom Pasco of
Murray, brothers of the
groom. The ushers were
I Mickey Jones and Mike Toon,both of Lexington. The groom
-='• and attendants were attired in
candlelight tuxedoes.
• For her daughter's wedding,
Tues. & Thurs. Afternoon
Is
"Tots Time"
20% Off Our Reg.
Studio Prices for
Children Under 6.











Iy Curtis & Mays, Murray
30 Main St.
Ph. 753-7360 Ted Wilson, Mgr.
arlaww'
Ur. and Mrs. James Pasco
Mrs. McMillen chose to wear a
floor-length chiffon gown of
peach and yellow. She was
presented with a corsage of
'carnations and roses.
The guest register was kept
by Miss Sherry Runyon. Beth,
Tim, and Jon Brockhoff
distributed the rice bags of
net, tied with pastel ribbon.
Directors of the wedding were
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Barksdale
of Murray.
Reception
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held in the
church library.
Mrs. Millie Nall served as
the reception director with
Miss Elaine Eversmeyer
assisting. Serving the guests
were Mrs. Kathy Pasco of
Murray, Miss Maribeth
McMillen and Miss Marcia
McMillen, both of Tulsa,
Okla., and Miss Kelli Knoll of
Nashville, Mich.
After a brief wedding trip.
the couple is residing in Rich-
mond.
Rehearsal Dinner
I.t. Col. John 0 Pasco, Let .
father of the groom, was host
at a rehearsal dinner held in
the main room of the Murray
Woman's Club House for
members of the wedding
party, family, and out-of-town
guests.
The T-shape arrangement
the tables was decorated with




Mrs. Mary Clark Hull. of
garden flowers, formed a base
for each cluster of three
candlesticks and ivy adorned
the tables. A brass swan
arrangement of garden
flowers was placed on the
piano. Name-cards were
hand-lettered by Mrs. James
E. (Patricia Pasco) Jone-.
Jr., and sprigs of Bab-
Breath flowers with bows
various colors decorated th..
cards.
After a candlelight dinner,
Steve Hobbs. best man. ser:
vinkt as master of ceremonies,
began a series of toasts to the
prospective bride and groom.
Guests included the bridal
couple, Debbie McMillen and
James H. Pasco, Deanna
McMillen, Steve Hobbs, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles McMillen,
Dr and Mrs. David Roos,
Rev. and Mrs. Robert
Brockhoff. Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Barksdale, Mr. and Mrs. John
0. Pasco, Jr., Thomas S.
Pasco. Mrs. William C. Nall,
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Nall III, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
C. Nall, Mr. and Mrs. Oren
Hull, Ms. Donna Humphries,
Greg Vaughn, and Mrs.
Elizabeth Thomason, all of
Murray.
Out of town guests included
Mr. and Mrs. Keith McMillen,
grandparents of the bride,
Mrs. Doris Marshall,
maternal grandmother of the
bride. Nashville, Mich., Mr.
and Mrs. Randy Rodriguez,
Kalamazoo, Mich., Dr. and
Mrs—lames E. Jones, Jr., Mr.
and Mrs. 41liam N. Pasco,
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Toon,
LeVingtoh, and Ms. Dona
NeVille, Louisville.
Bridal Breakfast
The bride, bridal at-
tendants, and immediate
relatives of the bride - and
groom were entertained at, a
buffet breakfast on Saturday'
morning before the wedding.
The gracious hostesses for
the special occasion were Mrs.
Bonnie Jones and Jana Jones;
Mrs. Francis Matarazzo and
Sally Matarazzo; and Mrs.
Barbara Brandon and Sherry
Brandon. The honoree and her
mother were each presented
with a corsage of white car-
nations by the hostesses.
The breakfast tables were
covered with linen cloths and
centered with an arrangement
of summer flowers.
GammaGammaChapter Has
Meet frith Becky Phillip's
The Gamma Gamm.:
Chapter of Beta Sigma 1"
sorority held its first meetire
of the new year on Thursday
September 8, at the home of
Mrs. Edwards, HeckS
Phillips' mother.
Edna Vaughn, president, led
the business meeting. Marshi,
Horton reported final plan,
were being made for the first
social of the year. Brenda
Jones reported on several
projects the chapter could
participate. Rita Burton Sill
plans were being made for a
talent show---to be held at
Lovett Auditorium
December 9 and 10.





for 1978 was Linda Rogers.
Becky Phillips was in
'harge of the program entitled
'Family." She also served as
nostess. Linda Rogers won the
loor prize.
Those present were Rita
Burton, Julie English, Linda
Fain, Beverly Galloway,
Aarsha Horton, Brenda





The chapter will meet
Thursday, September 22, at
:113 p. in. in the home of Mrs.
l'arris, mother of Rita Burton.
MEN'S TIP
Here's a tip for men. At a
pusiness dinner, there's no
leed alwayi to add a baked
potato to that steak. Have a
..reen vegetable instead. And
the steak can be a smaller cut
Ind the fat can be trimmed
,ff. Also watch those endless
qills while waiting for the
ther food — and go easy on
1esserts.
Mrs. Howard Keller
Speaks At Delta Meet
Mrs. Howard Keller spoke
about the 400th birthday
lebration of Peter Paul
uben, in Germany and
Europe as she experienced it
in her visit to her homeland
We past summer. She spoke to
the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club
Tuesday evening in the year's
opening meeting. She was
introduced by Miss Frances
Brown, member of the
program committee.
Mrs. Keller and baby spent
the past summer in Germany
with her kinfolk while Dr.
Keller studied in Romania.
She spoke about the en-
thusiasm of all Europe in the
observation of Ruben's bir-
thday, and showed slides of
some of his most famous
paintings, and related some
high points in his life.
Mrs. Inez Claxton, chair-
man of the department,
presided and introduced a new
member, Mrs, Leone Travis.
Mrs. Claxton reviewed the
points of interest to the
department, and the
recommendations from the
board meeting the previous
week. This report involved the
use of the club house, the
financial status of the general
club and programs offered by
the General Federation of
Kentucky.
Mrs. Oneida Ford, chaplain,
gave the opening inspiration.
Miss Louise Swann, treasurer
gave the financial report. Mrs.
Mary Louise Outland, contest
chairman, related the rules of
the local, district and state
contests. These include music,
art, sewing, and writing. Some




reported the number of cook-
books that remain unsold and
urged members to aid in the
sales. She stated the books are
for sale by club members, at
both banks, the library, and
the Kentucky State Parks.
Mrs. Alice Koenecke, co-
chairman with Mrs. Lois
Sparks of the Cancer Drive
annually, reported that more
than $9,000 was raised in last
year's drive and stated that it
is the intention of the com-
mittee to stress education and
service offered through this
drive. She introduced other
members of the committee:
Mesdames Evelyn Allbritten,
Laurine Andrus, Juanita
Hatcher, Jo Oakley, Leone
Travis, Henry Warren;
Misses Hazel Tarry and
Lorene Swann.
The department authorized
the purchase of two Civic
Music Theater tickets for each
of the high schools. The
department has done this for
the past several years.
Mrs. Josie Knight.
Menomonie, Wis. the mother-
in-law of Mrs. John Fortin, a
member, was introduced.
This meeting was a covered





Charles Mercer, Mavis Mc-
C,amish and Joe Nell Rayburn.
LOOK TO THIS DAY ...."f or
yesterday is but a dream, and
tomorrow is only a vision; but
today, well lived, makes every
tomorrow a vision of hope.
Look well, therefore, to this
day. Such is the salutation of
the dawn." - From The San-
scrit.






(mother, Margaret), Rt. !,
Stewart, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Larry D. Darr. General
Delivery, Ewing, Ill., William
David James, Route 1. Hazel.
James R. Towery, Route 2,
Murray, William M. Doughty,
Route 7, Murray, Miss Shelta
J. Walker, 900 Fairlane,
Murray, Miss Patricia F.
Doedy, Route 7, Box 760,
Murray. Mrs. Barbara 1..
Seese. 309 North 16th, Murray,
Mrs. i‘lpha Mae Cook, E. 13
Fox Meadows, Murray, Hugh
Noffsinger. Route 3. Box 246
Murray. Comus F. Alexander,
Hardin, Mrs. Mary E. Mat-
thews. Route 8, Murray, Mrs.
Edith S. Mathis, Rt. 4,
Murray. Glenn I. Adams,
Route I. Farmington, Mrs.
Alisa L. Murphy and Baby
Girl, Fox Meadows Trailer
Court, Murray. Mrs. Theresea
Jame Nance and Baby Girl,
1708 Calloway,,Murray.
Some eaters like their green
peppers peeled, cooked and
marinated with oil and vinegar.
Buy green peppers without any
curvatures and then you can
peel them with a swivel-blade
vegetable peeler; it will re-
move only the thin outer skin.
MISS YOUR PAPS?
bobsaimas see has. Ira
revolved taw boorr-doloorod
copy of Pa dam Laigor
The.. by 5:30 p. a. tiortray•
Men or by 3:30 p. a. as
letwilayr aro weal to ad
753-1114 Wawa 5:30 p. a.
ima I p. lasalay-Fridon,
a 3:30 p. mt. mad 4 p. a.
lotordoys, to lawn Adhory
of tbo aowqapar. Calls aort
bo dead bye 




The City of Murray Sanitation Department is making a determined effort to
remove unsightly rubbish, trash, etc. from the city limits. In order to efficiently
perform this service, the department is requesting the cooperation of all
citizens in conforming to the articles of Ordinance Number 375, published as
follows:
actanedeliell Wins, It shall be unlawful for any person to cause or permit
the accumulation of refuse in, about or upon premises owned, occupied, or used
by them when and if such accumulation is unsightly, unsanitary, or hazardousto the property, life, health, safety, or welfare of the public.
MIllhfsgrang Damp Groarld:It shall be unlawful to deliver refuse to or upon private
property or to maintain a dump ground, either public or private, for the deposit
of garbage of any kind.
Disposal of Trash:It shall be unlawful for any person to dispose of trash within
the corporate limits of the city or elsewhere, except at the land-fill site.
Scattering Itafirsn: It shall be unlawful for any person to throw, place, or scatter
any garbage, rubbish, trash or other refuse over or upon any premises, street or
alley, either public or private, or adjacent thereto, and either with or without
the intent to later remove, or burn, or to suffer or permit from the accumulation
of refuse, any premises owned, occupied or controlled by any such person to
become or remain offensive, unsanitary, unsightly, unsafe to public health, or
hazardous from fire.
Anyone toand in violation of any portion of Ordinance Number 375, -shall, upon con-
viction be fined not less than five dollars (55.00) NOR MORE THAN FIFTY DOLLARS
($50.00), and costs. EACH DAY a violation of this ordinance exists shall constitute a
new and separate offense.
City of Murray Sanitation Deportment
Jerry Wallace, Superintendent
FREE
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Dr. Otis Singletary is con-
cerned. The University of
Kentucky president is worried
about the future of the in-
stitution. He says UK has
slipped in the past 10, years in
relationship to benchmark
institutions like North Carolina
and Tennessee.
Dr. Singletary has been
stating the university's case
often in recent weeks. The other
day he laid out UK's plight to 16
top executives of Kentucky
daily newspapers.
Dr. Singletary sums up the
University of Kentucky's plight
in one work:
. Money!
Dr. Singletary' s argument to
the executives, I often punc-
tuated by rasping coughs
brought on by a' touch of the flu,
was not built on scare tactics.
Rather it was fluently
delivered, informally and *Or
from a prepared yit. It came
from the heart. In today ver-
nacular, Dr. Singletary seemed
to be -telling it like it is."
People may say, 'Well, the
University of Kentucky is
asking for millicrns. 'Thore
dollars'," Dr. Singletary said.
"Yes,- the president said,
"we are asking for millions
more dollars, and most of the
millions re needed to take care
of the deficiencies that already
exist. Dollars have not been put
into this institution as it has
grown and as it ha si attempted
to serve the people of the
state.-
Dr. Singletary said the
present financthl deficiencies
were caused basically by the
introduction of new schools into
the state system of higher
education at- a time when in-
flation was a serious poblem.
Dr. Singletary supported his
statements with these figures:
"In 1965-66, UK received 62.1
per cent of the state's total
appropriation to public in-
stitutions of higher learning
with 36.1 per cent going to the
regional universities and
Kentucky State University and
1.8 per cent to the University of
Louisville and Northern
Kentucky University.
"In 1976-77, the University of
Kentucky share had-fallen to
41.6 per cent; the regional
universities and Kentucky.
State had a slight increase to
36,7 per cent; and the
University of Louisville and
Northern Kentucky University
Looking Back
had increaded to 21.7 per cent.
"And this was happening at a
time when UK was absorbing
more new students than
anybody in the state," Dr.
Singletary said.
Dr. Singletary did not lay any
blame on:officials of Northern
or: University of Lbuisville.
Rather he pointed out that when
the two universities were taken
into the state system, the
legislature did not appropriate
new funds for the higher
' educational system.
Dr. Singletary is concerned
that if UK's faculty and staff
salarieS aren't' more com-
petitive, good people areoi4
to be lost and some ac-
creditation problems could
arise.
The president said in 1969-70
faculty salaries on the
Lexington campus were only
$23 behind the middle position
of the, benchmark schools.
But he says the lag now has
reached $1 1 14. And he says
community college competitive
salaries now are behind by
$629. Because UK is a land
grant institution, it pays county
extension agents. Dr.
Singletary says their salaries
are now $1994 behind the
national average.
Dr. Singletary pointed out
many other areas where the
university is slipping behind,
such as Staff salaries compared
with like positions in Lexington
firms and development of new
programs.
-Our problem is not unique,"
Dr. Singletary said. "Every
institution in the country has
the same problem. And it's not
going to get better."
Dr. Singletary said Ken-
tuckians always have prided
themsleves on the quality of
education provided by their
only statewide university.
"But we're at a crossroads,"
Dr. Singletary added. "People
are going to have to determine,
and pretty quickly, if they want
their university to again be
competitive and grow.
"If the answer is 'yes', then
they are going to have to
provide the money. It's as
simple as that."
Dr. Singletary appears to
have presented a solid, fair and
from the heart case. It is hoped
the legislature is listening and
heeds the plea at its 1978
session.
10 Years Ago
Tommy Carroll today opened his new
Volkswagen dealership here in a new
building just completed on Chestnut
Street. Will D. Thornton purchased the
first car from Carroll.
A total of 672 Murray and Calloway
County five and six year old children
have undergone visual screening by the
Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club under the direction of
the Kentucky Society for the
Prevention of Blindness.
20 Years Ago
Kathy Converse has been elected as1
football queen at Murray High School.
Her attendants are Kaye Beaman,
Debbie Brandon, and Debbie Edmonds.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry of Murray Woman's
Club, president of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs, will
preside at the three days' meeting
starting September 24 at leen Bar Inn.
The Rev. W. Edd Glover will return to




Calloway County Attorney Robert 0.
Miller was elected as United Fund
Drive Chairman for 1958. Officers are
Holmes Ellis, Maurice Crass,_Jr., and
Mrs. Joe Pace.
Charles Byers, member of the
Murray Training School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America, placed
fifth in the State FFA Seed Judging
contest held at the Kentucky State Fair,
Louisville.
30 Years Ago
Deaths reported include Mrs. C.A.
Clark, age 79.
Twenty-five boy l met with their
parents at the Muerbq Training School
on September 17 to organize a Cub
Scout Pack with Oren Hull, committee
chairman, presiding.
Mrs. Gordon Moody spoke on
-Challenges of the Local Church" at
the meeting of the Alice Waters Circle
of the WSCS of the First Methodist
Church.
The enrollment in the Murray
Training School this year is 197 in the
elementary grades and 167 in the junior
and senior high schools, according to
Carmon M. Graham, director.
Edwin Wilson, 4-H member from
New Concord, and Jack Mayfield, FFA
member from Murray Training, 'took
top honors in the Jersey Cattle Show at
the Calloway County Fair.
Miss Ben Nell Arnold, daughter of
Mrs. Ben M. Arnold of Camden, Tn.,
was married to Joe Stanley
Butterworth, son of Dr.. and Mrs. A. D.
Butterworth, on September 7.
Kirksey High School Senior Class
Officers are Jack Salmon, Jeanne
Darnell, Jerry Billington, June Adams,
and Ted Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hughes, Mr.
and Mrs. Preston Ordway, and Walter




"Out, damned spot-! Out, I say-!"
Garrott's Galley
$13 and a Week
At the World's Fair
A couple of weeks ago, our youngest
went to Opryland with a group of
youngsters from our church. He had $12
to spend, including his ticket into the
place. This he had accumulated by
caddying for Doug Wallace, mowing a
yard and denying himself his one big
night out of the week at the skating
rink.
"My, how times have changed!" I
thought after dropping him off early on
a Saturday morning at the church. I
was thinking of the trip I made when I
was about his age to Chicago and the
1933 World's Fair, the Century of
Progress Exposition. Actually, I was a
couple years older.
+++
An uncle had called from
Hopkinsville to ask if I would like to go
to the fair with him and two cousins. I
was ecstatic! Until then, my world
included little more than West
Kentucky. Sure, I would like to go, I
said after checking with my parents.
We were to be gone about a week.
When they picked me up a few days
later, I had managed to scrape together
$13. My uncle felt that would be enough
for the trip. It, too, was money I had
earned: Caddying at the Mayfield
Country Club, toteing heavy bags for 25
cents for nine holes; selling golf balls
I'd found for a dime or a quarter;
delivering the Courier-Journal at 5 a.m.
on a bicycle for $1.50 a week and
mowing yards (no power mower) for 25
or 50 cents, depending on the size of the
yard.
Thirteen dollars was a lot of money in
those days. It almost was as much as
the tuition for a semester at Array
State. The thought never occurred to
me that I couldn't make the trip on that.
+++
My uncle wasn't known for throwing
money around, and he saw to it that we
didn't waste any. To help stretch what
we had, my aunt had taken a cardboard
box like the ones they used to put a
man's suit in when you'd buy one and
packed it full of country ham
sandwiches, each tightly wrapped.
My mother had helped by adding two
shoe boxes filled with more sandwiches
and some fried Chicken. Dad also
insisted that we take along a sack of
apples.
It took us something like 12 hours to
make the trip up U.S. 45 from Mayfield.
We'll soon be able to get on 1-24 just
beyond Benton, hit 1-57 up in Illinois and
scoot into Chicago on it in a little more
than half that time.
+++
In Chicago, we stayed at the N'MrA
Hotel on Wabash Avenue. It cost us 50
cents a night each. We slept two to a
room on double-decked beds. Who
cared? We were staying in a BIG CITY
HOTEL with all the sounds of the city
coming up from the streets below, One
of the biggest thrills of the trip was just
looking out the window. We'd never
been higher than the second floor of the
courthouse back home before. It was
exciting.
Near the hotel we found a place
where we could get a cheap breakfast.
It was a little, hole-in-the wall grill
where they served a stack of hot cakes
land a glass of milk for 25 cents. We had
'em everyday.
Then we would catch a streetcar out
to the fairgrounds. That cost a nickel.
The sandwiches lasted well into the
week we were there. My uncle would
dole them out each morning for us to
take to the fair-grounds for lunch, or we
would have one for supper.
Hamburgers were a dime at the fair,
and soft drinks — all kinds of them —
were a nickel. It didn't cost us much to
eat.
++
The theme of the fair, the first of the
big expositions to make any money,
was to dramatize the progress
civilization had made in the first 100
years of Chicago's existence. All the
dazzling and exciting exhibits were
geared to emphasize 4 America's
progress in science, technology and
industry, and they were something to
see for three, bug-eyed little boys from
West Kentucky.
The most popular attraction for the 40
million people who visited it during the
two years it ran, though, was Sally
Ftand's legendary fan dance at "The
Streets of Paris" on the huge midway.
She had America buzzing, dancing
around in her birthday suit behind a
couple of big, feathered fans. We'd
never seen or heard of anything like
that in West Kentucky, either.
I didn't get to see Sally perform,
because you had to be 16 years old or
older to get in. Neither of my cousins
were 16 at the time, but they were tall
for their ages and had no trouble
getting tickets. The fellow just smiled,
shook his head and shooed me away
when I offered him my 50 cents for a
ticket. I had to wait on a bench outside
for my cousins.
Sally, now in her seventies, is still
doing her fan dance, so I read
somewhere recently.
++ +
Jeff made it back from Opry land with
a buck or so, as did I after my World's
Fair trip. But you can't help but be a bit
dismayed at how foolish everything is
getting to be — even the dollar doesn't
have the "cents" it used to have.
Bible Thought
... Thou shalt love thy neighbor
as thyself. There is none other com-
mandment greater than this. Mark
12:31.
Somewhere recently, I read, "There
are two kinds of people, those that
think there are two kinds of people
and those who know there aren't.-
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Murray Ledgo & Times Editor
Retired Murray State University
history professor W. A. Smith
submitted the following to us and we
feel it merits publication.
Prof. Smith has taken the word "IF"




One of the saddest words of the
English language is the two-letter word
W. How ofteit have you heard "if I had
done so and so," or "not done so and
so." Whittier in the poem Maud Muller
said "Of all said things of tongue or pen
the saddest of these it might have
been." ,
World events have revolved around
pinpoints.
Blaise Paschall said, "if Cleopatra's
nose had been shorter it would have
changed the history of mankind."
If Charles I of England hadn't egen
something for breakfast that made him
sick, he would have signed the permit
for a ship to sail for Plymouth, Mass. on
that ship vias Oliver Cromwell and his
cousin John Hampden. They, Cromwell
and Hampden, thought the delay was
due to their being on the ship. Because
of the delay, they decided to stay and
fight it out. The king lost his head.
If General Howe had moved against
General Walhington in early December
1776, he could have crushed the
American struggle for Independence.
Instead he was enjoying the warm
hospitality of Mrs. Loring. To the
Valley Forge horoine someone has
pened these lines:
"Sir William snug as a flea, lay all the
time a snoring, as he lay warm, nor
thought of harm, in bed with Mrs.
Loring."
If Louis XVI of France, in his attempt
to escape France, had not looked out of
his carriage, his escpae would have
succeeded; but the postmaster Druet of
St. Cluouds recognized him by his
image on the franc. He reported to the
Letter To The Editor
police and Louis was taken back to
Paris and two years later was
guillotined.
If the map maker of the Waterloo
battlefield had not omitted a sunken
road, Marshall Ney's cavalry charge
would have defeated Wellington's
army, perhaps saved Napoleon from St.
Helena. '
If order 191 had not fallen into the
hands of General McClellan, General
Lee's invasion of the North, in
September of 1862, might have been a
success. Order 191, a dispatch, showed
Lee had divided his army into three
units to be later concentrated at
Sharpsbteg, Maryland. McClellan saw
the opportunity to defeat the
Confederates in detail. Historians have
given great importance to the lost
dispatch.
If the Archduke of Austria had not
gone down the wrong street in Sarajevo
his assasin Princip would have been
unable to ignite the confligation of
World War I.
If Charles E. Hughes, Republican
presidential candidate in 1916, had
known that Gov. Hiram Johnson of
California was a guest in the same hotel
in Longbeach, California, he would
have paid respects to him. Gov.
Johnson thought he had been snubbed,
thus refused to support him. President
Wilson carried California by 2,500
majority. The California electoral vote
was enough to reelect Mr. Wilson.
If a baseball had hit 16 inches to the
right of the foul pole, the New York
Yankees would have won the World
Series in 1926. Grover Cleveland
Alexander relieved the starting pitcher
of the St. Louis Cardinals, with the
bases loaded and one out. Tony
Lazzarie was the batter and a long
distance hitter. He hit one out of the
park but foul by 16 inches. He struck
out, and the next batter flied out. Amid
great adulation, Alexander said 16
inches is the difference in a bum and a
hero.
Soft ballers Say Thanks
Dear Editor:
On the weekend of Aug. 19-21, Murray
had the honor of being host to the Men's
Class A Slow Pitch State Softball
Tournament. There were 30 ball clubs
from all over the state. We had
approximately 700 visitors in our
community.
The tournament was a huge success
thanks to the many hours of planning
and coordinating of the games on 3
separate fields. We received many
compliments on our new park.
I would like to thank all the local ball
teams that volunteered their time to
help us and also Gary Holtman and his




The following businesses donated
money to help our local league with
expenses. To each and everyone, we
give our thanks.
Lovett Bros.; Peoples' Bank; Dee
Lamb; Murray Datsun; Murray
Cablevision;
Bank of Murray; Kenneth
Thurmand; Complete Auto Repair;
Motor Parts and Bearing Co.; D. & W.
Auto,
Parker Ford; Boyd's Auto Repair;









( A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to




JOHNSTON, Jr., (La.) ". . . I
introduced the Diesel Fuel and
Gasoline Conservation Act of 1977, S.
1699. . . We are in the process of
arranging for a markup of S.1699 in the
near future...
"An editorial entitled, "the Empty
Truck Syndrome," appeared in the
Wall Street Journal in support of S.1699.
I ask unanimous consent to have the
article printed in the Record." (The
article follows):
The Empty Truck Syndrome
We have a proposal to offer that
happily conforms with the President's
wish to save energy: Let trucks do
more work.
It seems that a lot of trucks drive
around empty, wasting fuel, all because
the Federal Trade Commission is
afraid someone will violate the
Robinson-Patman Act.
It works this way; Food cbains and
food wholesalers operate their own
trucks to make deliveries from their
warehouses to retail stores.
Frequently, it would make perfect
sense for a truck to go from its last
store delivery to a nearby factory and
pick up a load of pickles, beatis, catsup
or corn flakes to be hauled back to the
warehouse. That way, the factory's
truck would not have to make the
delivery and return to the factory
empty. And the warehouse truck would
not have to return from its store
deliveries empty.
The Federal Energy Administration
estimates the potential fuel savings
from eliminating this waste motion a
100 million gallons in the food industry
alone. That's enough to fuel 140,000
automobiles for a year. And there no
doubt would be additional savings in
other industries.
But processors and manufacturers
have been reluctant to knock off freight
charges for customers who pick up
their own merchandise. A major
reason, it seems is that the FTC hs
issued advisories saying this might
violate the Robinson-Patman Act which
prohibits "discriminatory" discounts.
If you have to pay the factory for a
delivery, there isn't much incentive to
pick up the goods yourself.
Senator J. Bennett Johnston D. I.a. I
has introduced Senate Bill 1699
asserting in effect, that it is lawful to
charge someone for hauling their own
goods. It would seem to be a bill fuel
conservationists could support. If the
Washington regulatory wonderland,
' even the simplest logical propositions
sometimes need to be spelled out in
terms a child would understand.
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT _
We have a long way to go belore it
















































































Get your home 'decked_
out' for easy, fun living
If ,our home has some
available land, consider get-
ting it all decked out" for
sun, fun. and easy outdoor
living. Deck installation, a
relatively modest investment
that can often be handled by
do-it-yourselfers, pays hand-
some dividends in added liv-
ing space, exterior beauty,
and increased home value.
Consider the benefits of a
multi-use wood deck. It can
be an outdoor playroom for
the youngsters, the family's
fresh-air "rec and reading
room," an alfresco dining
area, and a perfect place for
partying—from casual after-
noon barbecues to elegant
evening entertaining.
A deck of western
wood—properly installed
and with necessary
drainage--can • be expected
to last a long time. Sections
of the deck that come into di-
rect contact with the ground,
such as support posts, should
be preservative-treated. The
remainder of a wood deck re-
quires no special treatment.
It can be stained or painted to
choice, or simply left to
weather naturally. The only
maintenance needed is an
occasional sweeping or hos-
ing down.
When planning a deck,
keep these things in mind.
Deck scale and design should
reflect the size and style of
the house and be compatible
with the site. Privacy is easily
provided with fencing or
opaque screens.
Wood trellises offer shade
without blocking air flow,
Slight spacing between floor
boards allows both ventila-
tion and rain run-off
Flowers and shrubs in
built-in planters, hanging
baskets or tubs are a colorful
counterpoint to a wood
deck's natural outdoor look.
The range of wood deck
designs is almost limitless,
and the more intricate may
require help from a landscape
architect or builder. Local
lumber dealers are a good
source of information on, in-
stallation and the western
species of wood to use.
An idea booklet called
"Outdoor Rooms" is also
available. Send 25 cents to




HERE'S HOW TO 11 RN THAT UNUSED SECTION of yard space into an "out-
door" room. A deck nutde of western framing lumber can be used for dining,































OPEN PLANNING in the family and dining areas of this ranch home sets off
. the central, enclosed living room and the three bedrooms. There is a
lavatory in the foyer and two baths in the bedroom wing. Plan HA1006C by
Lester Cohen has 1,230 square feet. For more information, write to the ar-
chitect—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope—at 48 West 48th St.,
Room 505, New York, NY 10036.
Here's How
Here's the Answer Eo
Making Good Use Of Extra Space
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
You may not need another
room or even a new house if
you feel cramped in the one
Lawn Work Now Will
Be A Help In Spring
FALL LAWN CARE
The kids have been home all
summer. The area around the
porch step has been "home"
for the games of hide and
seek, but the grass has all left
"home." And in the corner of
the yard that nice dirt with
lots of clay has been mixed
with water many times to
make wonderful mushy mud.
Now all that is left is some
hand prints baked rock hard
by the summer sun. It's time
for a lawn fix up and doing it
-now will give better results
than if you put the job off 'til
Spring.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture has a new fact-
sheet with tips for renovating
your lawn or starting a new
one. For your free copy of Fall
Lawn Care, send a postcard to
the Consumer Information
center, Dept., 680, Pueblo,
Colorado 81009.
If you have lots of weeds,
now is the time for weed killer.
Apply 2, 4-D to kill broadleaf
weeds, and DSMA or MSMA to
get rid of crabgrass. They're
available at hardware stores
and garden shops. Do this two
to three weeks before you
plant the new grass.
"That's a Butler building?"
Yes, that's a Butler building.
In fact. vou probably see
beautiful Butler buildings
all the time and don't know it.
Because what many people
don't realize is that we can
build you a Butler building
that is as tasteful or dramatic
as any
With flat, sloped or cursed
rooflines. Wood. glass. brick
or almost any exterior. One to
five stories high. You give us
your guidelines and we'll build
you a building that fits your
needs and your budget.
You'll get the attractive
building you want, plus all the
BUTLER
BUILDER
important time and money
sayings of systems construction.
So. if you're 'planning a new
building. call us. The combina-
tion of our construction
know-how and the design
flexibility of Butler Building
Systems can be a beautiful
solution to yout needs.
CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
Route? Boa 525
Calvert City, Kentucky 42029
Phone: 395-4198
If you haven't put any lime
on your lawn for four to six
years, apply 50 to 75 pounds
per 1,000 square feet of lawn.
Al the same time, spread
ten to fifteen pounds of fer-
tilizer per thousand square
feet now, and again in Oc-
tober. This will help the lawn
develop strong roots even
though the grass itself has
almost stopped growing.
When you are ready to plant
the seed, loosen the soil in the
bare spots and work some
organic material like peat
moss into it. Seed perennial
grass, such as bluegrass and
red fescue, in bare areas and
rake it in lightly. Keep the soil
moist until the seedlings are
well established. This may
require water* the area a
couple of limes a day.
And you're
renovating, don't ignore the
rest of the lawn. Keep the
grass cut, but not to short.
Bluegrasses should be cut no
shorter than one-and-a half
inches, and bent grasses no
less than three-quarters of an
inch. Don't let the lawn get too
long between mowings
Cutting off more than half of
the leaf area can do damage
And you should continue to
mow the lawn until it stops
growing for the winter
Permitting grass to stay long
during the winter months may
smother the grass, and give
insects and lawn diseases a
place to hide.
If you are starting a lam'
from scratch, dig up the whole
area and add organic
material. Spread ground
limestone and superphosphate
and mix it in. Then grade it so
there won't be any spots
where water can collect A
gentle slope away from the
house is best. Rake it several
times and before the final
raking add fertilizer. Spread
half the grass seed from east
to west and the other half
north to south to make sure
you cover every spot. Rake'
lightly, roll lightly, and vi;iti.r
Be sure the seedlings stay
moist until the lawn
established.
And there you have it
instant lawn, almost.
Fall Lane Care (free is
of more than 200 fed*
publications of consim.er
interest listed in the f",i,I!
edition of the Consumer In-
formation Catalog publish«, I
quarterly by the Consumr
Information Center of tf
General Services
ministration. For you
copy of the Catalog: scl-
postcard to the Consr-i"
Information Center, PI,
Colorado 81009.
oa own, Often the solution
lie in utilizing existing
spalv through a few gotd, do-it-
yourself projects.
For example. many people
fail to utilize space under
stairs. an ideal location for
storage. Such space-usually has.
depth sir that it can be
partitioned to accommodate
bulks and outsize al tides.
A luggage section can be
built to the dimensions of the
largest suitcase and be large
enough to accept all the lug-
gage in the house. A narrow
space could be used for golf
clubs, skis, fishing rods and
other tall things. Bins of differ-
ent sizes are ideal for storing
basebatt gloves, skates and
heavy outdoor jackets.
Neatly finished with a door, it
could have small pull-out sec-
tions so that bins may he
reached easily. Properly done,
the storage units should be
unobtrusive.
In the kitchen, a storage pan-
try can be made out of a closet.
It does not need to be deep to
make kitchen articles more ac-
cessible and available in a ti-
dier arrangement. Narrow
shelves on the doors could be
wide enough to hold jars of
home preserves and cans. The
shelves could be built into a
frame with a molding on each
shelf to keep ja and cans
from sliding.
A low storage wall be ween a
dining-living area can provide
neat storage for many objects..
Shelves can open on either side,
where they are most useful. On
the living side, there might be
room for television, records,
stereo. On the dining side,
space could be used for china,
glassware, placemats and other
accessories. Doors could be put
on some of the partitioned
areas to make the unit more
serviceable and a prettier de-
sign. Putting casters on a divi-
der. or bulky' storage piece can
make it more practical.
Children's closets may be
more serviceable if they are
rearranged. Closets are usually
planned for an adult household.
little children often cannot
reach their clothes rods, much
less the shelf above it.
A drawer that is built at the
bottom of the closet can pro-
vide something for the child to
climb on to reach the clothes
rod, in addition' to providing a
drawer. Recessed in the closet
above the drawer and under
the rod could be a couple of
bins labeled for sweaters, laun-
dry, shirts and even playthings.
Rods might even be put on two
levels. Good partitioning can
encourage neatness.
Extra sleeping space can be
provided by building a niche in
a hall, and, if the space is for
guests, a lavatory vanity in the
bathroom can solve some
guest-room storage. Use it for -
towels, soaps, tissue, sheets,
pillow cases, pillow and other
accessories. Enclosing a wash
basin and its pipe can solve the
lack of a vanity. Add a shelf to
provide more use. Keeping
things in it for immediate use
will be a great convenience.
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — Can you tell me some-
thing about roofing for new
construction? I feel I should
know something about it, since
I am having such a job done
soon. Frankly, I expect to be a
sidewalk superintendent, as I
want to be sure everything is
done right. Asphalt shingles
will be used.
A. — I doubt whether the
information given to you here
will make you an expert or even
qualified to advise professional
roofers, but it may be of some
value in judging what is taking
place. A sound structural deck




boards are a no-no. While some
roofers may want to apply
shingles without first installing
felt over the deck, this step,
should not be skipped. The
correct procedure is to apply 15-
pound, asphalt-saturated
roofer's felt or other "breather"
material of low vapor
resistance, put on when the
deck is dry. The purpose of the
underlayrnent is to insure that
the shingles, when lifted up or
damaged by high winds, do not
permit the entrance of rain, and
to prevent direct contact bet-
ween the shingles and resinous
area of the the wood deck. Such
contact, because of chemical
incompatibility, would damage
the shingles.
The attic space under the
deck should be well ventilated,
with louvres or exhaust fans
placed high in the gables. Fail-
ure to provide adequate ventila-
tion may contribute to con-
densation or buckling problems
later. For efficient water-shedd-
ing at the roof's edges, a metal
drip edge should be instatifsd
along the eaves and rakea. 'A
second recommended pre-
caution at the eaves is the ap-
plication, over the roofing felt
and over the metal drip edge,
of an eaves flashing strip of
smooth-or mineral-surfaced roll
roofing. This is especially im-
portant in climates subject to
freezing temperatures. To seal
against leakage, flashing is re-
quired at all intersection:, of
differient roof plans, abutments
of the roof against adjoining
walls, and projects through the
roof surface, such as chimneys
add vent pipes. Fleshings
should be applied so that the
descending water will be car-
ried over the joint, not into it.
Q. — We live in a very humid
area and want to have a new,
white roof put on our house, but
have been told that white roofs
are likely to develop fungi. Is
this true?
A. — Under very humid con-
ditions, tnost roofs are possible
targets of fungi and algae. It's
just that the growths are more
nOticeable on white roofs. You
can now buy asphalt shingles
with fungus-and alga-resistant
white granules.
1You can obtain a copy of
Andy Lang's booklet, "Home-
owner's Guide to Quality Roof-
ing," by sending 35 cents and a
long, STAMPED, 'elf-
addressed envelope to Know-




Now! A beautiful, energy saving wood bur-





a.Wood & Coal Stoves
a•-Pfus many Hearth accessories, glass screens &
related gift items.I
Stop in and discuss your Fireplace needs will, our
1
 i qualified sales personnel.






In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furniture-Shutters-Glidden Paint-etc
Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
CARLOS‘BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray
Remodeling a kitchen? Building
a home? Let the Design
Specialists at Ward-Elkins plan
your new kitchen using custom
built cabinetry from Coppes-
Nappance, Merillat or Riviera.
No matter what your style
preference might be - Con-
temporary ... Colonial ... or
Traditional, we have them all.
Choose from Cherry, Maple,
Pine, Pecan and Oak. Stop by
our rttntlarrr drown-man end



















Mayfield Best In State...In Litratings
If Jack Morris is surprised with today's Litratings in the
Courier-Journal, then Al Giordano at Caldwell County must
have been chewing on nails for breakfast.
One month ago, the football season was still aweek
away and the talk was Caldwell County would be the team
to beat with Mayfield a close second. Heath was considered
as a darkhorse.
Now we are three weeks into the schedule ( four for many
schools ) and it looks as if someone has forgotten about
Caldwell County.
In case you have not seen the Litratings, Mayfield
jumped from 17th in the state to first. They have a power
rating of 108.4 while Trinity is second dt 106.0.
Now, what does all this mean for Murray High? 'yell, it's
not bad at all folks.
If Mayfield were 17th overall last week and their 42-0 win
over Murray was enough to push them all the way to the
top, it shows that Dr. George Litkenhous has considerable
respect for Murray High.
In fact, Murray High is ranked 10th among 2-A schools
and the Tigers power rating is 69.9, which is about the same
as last week. The opponent for Friday, Heath, has a rating
of 72.6.
Of course if you put a great deal of faith in the Litratings,
you might come to the conclusion Murray and Heath are
very close together. That we will find out Friday night.
But Caldwell County...
Al Giordano's Tigers have a rating of 81.6. And don't think
for one minute Caldwell County is 27 points worse than
Mayfield. In fact, Caldwell County could very well beat
Mayfield, even though the game is at Mayfield When it
comes to experience, Caldwell County is number one. When
it comes to the horses, Mayfield is number one.
The;only District 2-A game this week that we are going to
be concerned with is of course, Heath at Murray High.
Caldwell County bets a long bus ride to play 4-A Louisville
Seneca Friday. Mayfield does not play Friday but instead
will play at Owensboro Catholic on Saturday.
For those who are interested in the 2-A race, let's take a
detailed look at the remaining schedules of Mayfield,
Caldwell County, Murray and Heath.
September 30 — Murray plays at Caldwell County in the
featured game of the week in the District race, Heath goes
to Todd County where an upset is possible but not likely and
Mayfield is open.
October 7 — Murray plays a home District 2-A game with
winless Trigg County and the Tigers, barring any major
injuries in the next two weeks, should be favored. Caldwell
County then must go play at Todd Central and again, it's
highly unlikely but it could happen, let's hope so. Heath has
a non-District game at home with Lone Oak and Mayfield is
Dodgers Hoping For Big
Pennant Party Tonight
SAN FRANCISCO t( — The Los Angeles Dodgers'
. pennant-clinching party has been moved to the visitors'
clubhouse at Candlestick Park.
''It's brievitable," said third baseman Ron Cey as the
Dodgers headed into tonight's game with the San Francisco
Giants needing just one more victory — or a loss by the
Cincinnati Reds — to clinch the National League's Western
Division title.
They will be facing the Giants' Ed Halicki, 14-11, who is
always tough on them. But they'll go with 18-game winner
Tommy John in the opener of the two-game series at
'Candlestick, a ballpark which has been very good to them
this season.
The Dodgers are unbeaten in seven games here. On the last
visit, Cey totaled 11 hits and 10 runs batted in over four
games.
"It's a shame we couldn't win at home," Manager Tom
Lasorcla said after the Dodgers ended a homestand with a 9-8
loss to Atlanta Sunday.
There were 32,209 fans at Dodger Stadium hoping to help
the team celebrate the clinching of the division crown. The
fourth-place Giants had cooperated by beating the defending
world champioq Reds, who moved on to San Diego where
they begin a seiies tonight 11 games behind the leading
Dodgers.
The Reds, despite the acquisition of pitcher Tom Seaver
during the season, were never able to seriously challenge the
Dodgers, who got off to a 17-3 start in April under their new
manager and had few bad spells over the summer.
The pitching staff, led by John and Don Sutton, has major
league baseball's best earned run average, and the batting
foursome of Cey, Steve Garvey, Reggie Smith and Dusty
Baker is within range of a home run record. If Baker, who
has 28 home runs, can hit two more, the Dodgers will become
the first team in history to have four players finish a season




Less than you have been asked for used...really!
1977 53' x 13' wide, Captain's Croft, 190 HP OMC Stern-
drive...02,500.
1977 36' Saver Queen, Deep V Fiberglass hull, stern drive,
225 HP Volvo. You add your own furnishings inside.
511,750. Several more to choose from.
Check us out, see if we are not for real. If you are
serious about buying a boat, we will get together. We
are into our clean-up season and cutting prices like
crazy!! Remember the fall boating season is the best
of all, and its almost here. Prices will be higher next
year. So move, now if you are serious and want a real
buy in a houseboat.
Another example.. Brand new 1977 40' Captain's
Craft with 120 HP OMC Sterndrive, permanent bed.
shower, hot water, sleeps 6, gas-electric
refrigerator.. $16,500.
Loaded 36' Silver Queen, 6560 Generator, all electric,
twin 225 HP Volvo's Cuddy Cabin, $22,500, are you
ready? We are!
Don McClure Grey son McClure
Happy Holiday
Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
Take 94 Fast out of Murray for 2 mBes. Turn right on 280. Follow
280 for 7 miles past Bonner's Grocery. Take blacktop into
Panorama to first slop sign, turn right then left and you have
arnved Tele 436-5483.
Here are the top teams in
the five Kentucky Associated
Press high school football
polls, with first place votes in
parentheses, record and total
points:
Jefferson Co AAAA
I. Lou Trinity (5) 4-050
2. Southern 4-0 40
3. Lou Bishop David 4-024
4. Lou St. Xavier 3-1 14
5. Valley 3-1 12
State AAAA
1. I,ex Tates Creek 1121 4-0
138
2. Owensboro (21 4-0 106
3. Bowling Green (11 4-0 98
4. Lex Lafayette 3-1 48
Henderson Co 3-144
at home for a non-District game with Hoptown.
October 14 — Murray has a non-District game ot
Marshall County, Mayfield has a District game at Trigg,
Caldwell County a non-District game at Union City and
Heath a non-District home game with hapless Crittenden
County.
October 21 — Murray has a home non-District game with
Hoptown, Mayfield has a big District game at Heath where
anything can happen and Fort Campbell will be at Caldwell
County for a non-District game.
October 28 — Murray is at Tilghman for a non-District
game, Heath, has a non-District game at Reidland and
Caldwell County is It Mayfield.
November 4 — Murray is at home for a District game
with Todd Central and the Tigers should be favored,
Mayfield is at Tilghman for their annual war, Heath is at
Ballard for a non-District game and Caldwell County has
already finished its season.
For Murray. it will be tough. The Tigers will have to win
at home over Heath Friday then pull an upset at Caldwell
County. It's not totally impossible though.
Mayfield is certainly not home yet. While they should
waltz through another three games, they must play Heath
and 'Caldwell County on successive weekends. Anything
could happen.
Caldwell County appears to have a good schedule until
they have to play at Mayfield October 28. And now, what
about Heath?
If there is such thing as a schedule advantage, the Pirates
have it. Last year, they were Class A. Since schedules are
set up on a two-year basis, the Pirates do not have to play
Caldwell County. They are 1-0 in the District after having
already beaten Trigg County ear.ic this season.
Take one more look at that schedule looking at only the 2-
A games:
The Pirates play at Murray High Friday, then at Todd.
After that, they have only Mayfield left and that is a home
game.
If the Pirates do win Friday. the gait* A the year might'
well be October 21 with Mayfield. And if the Pirates win that
one, then the outcome of the Caldwell County-Mayfield
game the following weekend might not be that important.
Now, you see why Friday night is going to be such a key
game for not only Heath but Murray High too.
Be there.
Turning Point ?
We have not said a word about Murray State football
since Thursday's predictions.
Let's take a bit of a look at what has transpired thus far.
After the 13-6 win at SEMO in the season opener, Racer
fans were left wondering if SEMO had improved on an
equal basis with Murray or if both teams were about the
same as last year.
Then after the 38-0 loss at Delta State, we thought we
knew the answer: Murray was about the same as last year,
maybe.
Now everyone's mixed up after Delta State went to Cape
and lost 24-21 to SEMO Saturday.
We will find out just what the season holds in store this
Saturday. But first, let's take one last look back.
At Delta State. MSU played as flat as I've ever seen a
Racer team play. They absolutely did no hitting on defense.
Whether it was the long bus ride or whatever, they were not
ready to play that night in Cleveland.
There is no conceivable way, at least we hope, the Racers
can look that bad again. Look for a hard-hitting game
Saturday with tech and look for a close game.
But, if Murray should lose by a couple of TD's or more to
Tech, then look for another repeat of last year. No, on
second thought, last year the Racers were third in the OVC.
If they lose Saturday, they probably will be doomed to a
second division finish in the league.
Mayfield In Fourth In
State 2-A Grid Ratings
By MIKE CLARK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
Henderson County, Mayfield
and Harrodsburg took
advantage of upsets to move
into this week's Associated
Press high school football
ratings.
Henderson County,
unbeaten until dropping a 28-
24 decision to Louisville
Trinity in last year's Class
AAAA championship game,
made its first appearance in
this year's rankings by
moving into fourth place in the
State AAAA poll.
Henderson County, 3-1,
replaced Boone County, 2-1,
which dropped a 14-0 decision
to Lexington Tates Creek last
weekend.
Mayfield, which fell 6-0 to
Corbin in last tear's AA title
game, took over fourth place
in the State AA ratings.
Falling out of this week's
rankings was Middlesboro,
which was the No. 1 team just
two weeks ago. But
Middlesboro, 2-2, dropped its
second straight game by
falling to Corbin 14-0.
Harrodsburg, 3-0, jumped
into fourth place in the State A
ratings in place of Frankfort,
3-2, which dropped out after
absorbing a 33-16 whipping at
the hands of Franklin County.
Henderson County won its
third straight game after a
season-opening loss by
defeating Owensboro Citholic
29-6. Mayfield, also a loser in
the season opener, won its




By The Associated Press
State AAA
1. Erlanger Lloyd (12 ) 3-1
140
2. Montgomey Co (1) 5-0 96
3. Ft Thos Highlands 3-1 814
4. Franklin-Simpson 41
ao
5. Elizabethtown 3-1 32
State AA
I. Bardstown (7 ) 4-0 112
2. Caldwell Co ( 3 i 4-0 96
3. Corbin ( 4 ) 3-1 92
4. Mayfield 1)3-1 60
5. Somerset 3-1 54
State A
1. Nicholas Co I 11) 4-0 134
2 Pa intsv ille ( 2 ) 4-0 96
3. TompkinSville ( 2 ) 4-0 at(
4. Harrodsburg 3-0 66
5. ('ampbellsville 3-1 62
Bosox Within 31/2 Games
Of Lead, Edge By Yanks
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
The Boston Red Sox may
have gotten themselves back
in the American League East
pennant race with a 6-3 victory
over the first-place Yankees.
But few of the participants
were dwelling on Monday's
game.
• •We've got to win tomorrow
night," Bokton catcher
Carlton Fisk said after his
three-run homer in the third
inning powered the Red Sox
within 3kt games of New York
and into a tie for second place
with Baltimore. "Pretty soon




Ledger & Times 4
Jerry's 4
Moose No 1  3
Colonial Bread 
Moose No 2  3
Corvette Lanes 3
Murray 1.W0tal 3
TV Service citer 2%
Hodge & Son 
Mutual of Omaha 1
Randy Thornton 1



























High Team Series SC
Covette Lends 2471
Murray Appliance 2403
Mutual of Omaha 1328
High Team Series HC
Hodge & Son 2850
TV Service Center 2850




















"If we win tomorrow night,
it's going to be an interesting
11 days after that," added
Boston manager Don Zimmer.
And Yankees manager Billy
Martin chipped in by saying,
"I'll be very satisfied if we win
tomorrow night. A split is all
we need here."




his 24th homer in the eighth
Inning after New York had
moved within 4-3 on Dave
Kingman's third home run in
three games as a Yankee.
"I got a few breaks and
there were some good plays
behind me," said Cleveland,
10-8, who pitched eight shutout
innings against New York last
Wednesday before losing on
Reggie Jackson's two-run
homer. "I also made some
good pitches when I needed
them.
"The fifth inning was the
key," added Cleveland, who
got out of a jam after Graig
Nettles and Lou Piniella
opened the inning with singles.
"In every game, there's a
time when you get out of
trouble in one inning and
you're okay. The fifth was the
inning for me."
TENNIS
NEW YORK — Billie Jean
King and Sandy Mayer of the
champion New York Apples
were named World Team
Tennis' Most Valuable
Players for 1977.
It is the second straight year
the two have captured the
MVP honors. Mayer beat out
Ray Ruffels while Ms. King
edged Virginia Wade and
Chris Evert.
GENERAL
LOS ANGELES — Webb A.
Everett, former racing
secretary at Santa Anita, Bay
Meadows, Tanforan, Golden
Gate Fields and Del Mar
thoroughbred race tracks,
died at the age of 81 after a
long illness.
Yaz's homer was Boston's
200th of the season, making
the Red Sox only the fifth team
to hit 200 or more home runs in
a season twice.
There was no action in the
National League Monday.
Blue Jays 3, Orioles 1
Jerry Garvin tossed a nine-
hitter, working out of jams in
the eighth and ninth innings,
to hurt the Orioles' pennant
chances.
Garvin got Lee May to hit




The Murray State cross
country team, a 16-45 winner
over Arkansas State last
week, will run in the 12-team
Harding College Invitational
at Searcy, Ark. Saturday.
Other teams in the meet will
be Arkansas State, Arkansas







The Racers had 9 of the first
11 finishers against Arkansas
State. Martyn Brewer,
Richard Charleston, Jerry
Odlin, and Brian Rutter tied
for first with a time of 25:56
for the five-mile course. Dave
Rafferty was sixth with a
26:23, David Warren eighth
with a 28:43, Pat Chimes ninth
with a 27:06, Mitch Johnson
tenth with a 27:31, and Tony
Keener eleventh with a 27:49.
Coach Bill Cornell said he
was reasonably pleased with
his team's performance but
had hoped to have the top 7
finishers. "We'll have to have
better performances from our
fifth, sixth, and seventh
runners to compete for our
conference championship," he
said.
first and third in the Orioles'
eighth, then retired three
straight batters with men on
first and third again in the
ninth.
White Sox 8, A's 0
Ken Kravec hurled his first
shutout in the major leagues,
a four-hitter, and struck out
eight as Chicago topped
Oakland. Lamar Johnson and
Jorge Orta each knocked in
two runs and Eric Soderholm
slammed his 23rd home run
for Chicago.
Tigers 6, Indians 4
A two-run single by Ben
Oglivie in the eighth inning
was decisive for Detroit.
Rusty Staub hammered his
22nd home run of the year for
the Tigers and Andre
Thornton had No. 28 for
Cleveland.
Rangers 6, Angels 1
Doyle Alexander outpitched
Nolan Ryan and Toby Harrah
slammed a three-run homer
for Texas. Ryan was
attempting to become the first
20-game winner in the
American League but had to
















A NEW VIEW OF THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE!
Once upon a time there was a rabbit boasting of
his speed before the other animals. Among the
animals was a little turtle that had heard all she
wanted to hear and turned and plodded off.
"Where are you going?" asked the rabbit. "To the
bank," answered the turtle. "You'll never make it,"
chided the rabbit. "The bank closes in five minutes,
but I'll get there because I can really run fast."
As it happened the rabbit arrived at his hank one
minute late and it was closed. The turtle just kept up
her leisurely pace as she knew she didn't have to
hurry. She could do her banking any time she got
there because she had a Teller-24 card from Peoples
Bank.
The moral of the story is: the one who wins is the mw
with a Teller-24 card from Peoples Bank!
Teller 24's at:
North Office —
North 12th & Chestnut
South Office —





Open, 24 hours a day —7 days a week
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Franco Harris And Crew Rip
49ers, Tackle Raiders Next
PITTSBURGH ( AP) - The
television viewers who saw
Franco Harris outgain the
whole San Francisco 49er
offense had to include some of
the guys who will be here next
Sunday - the Oakland
Raiders.
"Oakland is heralded to be
the best football team in the
NFL," Harris said Monday
night after he and a totally
dominant Pittsburgh Steeler
defense combined to crush
San Francisco 27-0.
"So here we are playing the
best team in the NFL," Harris
added.
"And I dont think we are
second to anybody, so
something has to give." The
Steelers did little giving at all
Monday night, yielding 101 net
offensive yards - 82 by the
run and 19 by the pass.
Harris, who scored a pair of
Steeler touchdowns, rushed
for 100 yards himself and
added nine more on a pass
reception.
"I've always scored mints
in my career, alwa?"
lamented 49er quarterback
Jim Plunkett who hit three of
13 passes for 30 yards, all of
which were erased by Steeler
Memphis State Favorite
At Murray Invitational
Nine golf teams will play in the Murray State University
Intercollegiate Tournament this weekend at the Murray
Country Club Course.
Participants will be Austin Peay, Bradley, Eastern Ken-
tucky, Illinois State, Middle Tennessee, Memphis State,
Missouri, Murray, and Southern Illinois.
The 54-hole tournament will be played in two days -36
holes on Friday and 18 holes Saturday morning. Play will
begin at 8 o'clock each morning.
Murray coach Buddy Hewitt figures Memphis State should
be the favorite in the tournament but expects perennial
power Middle Tennessee to also challenge.
The University of Kentucky, which didn't enter this year, is
the defending champion. Murray last won the tournament in
1974.
Hewitt says his team, which will be seeing its first action of
the season, is showing some promise. Thus far, only two of
his starters are definite - Tom Fischer and Jerry Stone, both
transfers from Florida junior colleges. The rest of the Racer
squad are still playing qualifying matches. Leading can-
didates are Brian McDonald, a sophomore from Quebec,
Canada; Mark Ryan, a freshman from Taylorville, III.; and
Larry Patton, a junior from Kendallville, Ind. Others who
might win a tournament spot are Jeff Teller, a freshman
from North Kingston, Et. I.; Dick Francey, a sophomore from
Halifax, Mass.; and Rod Terrette, a freshman from Mariet-
ta, Ga.
sacks for minus 30 yards.
"We couldn't pass. We
couldn't rush," said new 49er
Coach Ken Meyer, whose
team scored just three points
in its last three preseason
games.
"But I dont think many
people are going to move the
ball up and down the field on
Pittsburgh."
Oakland did just that
against the Steelers in the
AFC title game last season
and the victory helped the
Raiders to the Super Bowl title
that belonged to Pittsburgh
the previous two years.
Harris gave Pittsburgh all
the punts they needed against
San Francisco in the second
period when he broke two arm
tackles and ran 14 yards for a
touchdown.
Roy Gerela added a 49-yard
field goal to give the Steelers a
10-0 half time edge, and he
added a 47-yard scoring kick
that made it 13-0 in the third
period.
In the last quarter, Harris
ran seven yards for another
touchdown and quarterback
Terry Bradshaw bit John
Stallworth with a 15-yard
scoring pass.
"Their defense was tough
and physical. They gave us a
beating," Harris said after the
best opening game of his
career.
"But they just got let down
by their offense," he added.
The 49ers did not cross
midfield in the first half. They
visited Steeler territory only
three times in the second half,
once via a Harris fumble.
While the 49er offense was
getting nowhere, the Steeiers
rushed for 175 yards and
added 133 by the pass.
Michigan Remains Atop Poll,





newsmen to "do me a favor
and vote us out of first place,"
the Michigan Wolverines are
still college football's No. I
team.
Michigan and Southern
California held onto the top
spots in Monday's Associated
Press college football poll
while Oklahoma and Ohio
State, who tangle Saturday in
Columbus, Ohio, moved into
the 3-4 positions, replacing
Notre Dame and Alabama.
Michigan had more trouble
than expected in beating Duke
21-9, evoking the following
comment from
Record Weekend
KANSAS CITY. (AP) - A
record 2,385,893 spectators
turned out last weekend for
the 77 games involving at least
one Division I team, the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association announced.
The per-game average last
weekend was 50,986, 70.6 per
cent of capacity, raising the
season per-game average to
50,801, or 757 above the
average a year ago at the
same stage of the season.
The biggest crowd for the
weekend was the Michigan-
Duke game with 104,072 total.
Second largest was the Ohio
State-Minnesota crowd of
87,799 while the Tennessee-
Boston College game drew
83,263.
Schembechler: "I hope you
fellows do me a favor and vote
us out of first place. I'd really
appreciate that."
Nevertheless, the
Wolverines received 42 of 64
first-place votes and 1,094 of a
possible 1,280 points from a
nationwide panel of sports
writers and broadcasters.
Five first-place votes and
1,032 points went to Southern
California, which beat Oregon
State 17-10.
Oklahoma, the preseason
leader, had dropped to fifth in
the first regular-season poll
last week by edging
Vanderbilt 25-23 but jumped
back to third with seven first-
place votes and 955 points by
crushing Utah 62-24.
Meanwhile, Ohio State leaped
from sixth to fourth with two
first-place votes and 877 points
by trouncing Minnesota 38-7.
Penn State, a 31-14 winner
over Houston, jumped from
10th to fifth with five first-
place ballots and 717 points
while the losers slipped out of
the Top Ten, from ninth to
19th.
In rising to fifth, Penn State
edged past Texas A&M, whicti
defeated Virginia Tech 27-6
and went from seventh to sixth
with 708 points, and Texas
Tech, up from eighth., to
seventh with two first-Place
votes and 631 points after
trouncing New Mexico 49-14.
Colorado, which buried Kent
State 42-0, joined the Top Ten,
going from 12th to eighth with
435 points. Texas flattened
Virginia 68-0 and also cracked
the Top Ten, vaulting from
See Marjorie Major
Trove, (bow/tont
EAR LAMS TRAVEL AGEtfC4
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. geZairgE46
No Charge by us.




Wilts Nevis Office Maim
111 Mai Street 440,
18th to ninth. The Longhorns
earned the remaining first-
place vote and 287 points.
Alabama sank from fourth
to 10th by losing to Nebraska
31-24, but the triumph enabled
the Cornhuskers to move back
into the Top Twenty. They are
in 14th place.
Notre Dame fell from third
to Ilth by losing to Mississippi
20-13. Completing the Second




UCLA, Houston and Brigham
Young.
Washington State, Arkansas
and West Virginia made the
Top Twenty for the first time.
Washington State defeated
Michigan State 23-21 after
downing Nebraska the
previous week while Arkansas
dumped Oklahoma State, last
week's No. 15 team, 28-6 and
West Virginia upset No. 11
Maryland 24-16.
Last week's Secglid Ten
consisted of Miryland,
Colorado, Mississippi State,
UCLA, Oklahoma State, Pitt,
Georgia, Texas, Florida and
BYI.J.
Laker Junior Varsity Loses
To !Loaded' Lone Oak Jayvees
The Calloway County junior
varsity team had a problem
Monday night. The problem
was that Lone Oak had not
won a game...of any kind.
The Lone Oak varsity team
had not won a game, the Lone
Oak jayvees had not won a
game nor had the Purple
Flash freshmen recorded a
win. In fact, the Oaker fresh-
men fell 6-0 to Calloway
County last Thursday.
"I think they may have
loaded up on us," Laker coach
Stan Outland said after Lone
Oak drubbed his jayvees 38-14.
"They played several
varsity players. When other
teams play juniors against us,
that means we're first-year
people playing against folks
who have been playing for at
least four years," Outland
said.
It was the passing of Lone
Oak that sank the Laker hopes
of winning their first jayvee
contest. More simply than
that, it was the "big play"
which consistently deflated
the Lakers.
The first "big play" for
Lone Oak came early in the
first quarter when they used a
sweep to move the ball from
the Laker 45 down to the five-
yard line. On the first play,
Lone Oak scored. The Oakers
failed on the conversion and
held a 6-0 lead.
After punting the ball back
to the Oakers, the Lakers
suddenly found themselves
down 14-0 as Lone Oak scored
on a pass play and also made
the conversion.
Midway through the second
quarter, the Lakers fumbled
the ball and Lone Oak
recovered on the Calloway 35.
After a series of downs, the
Oakers moved down to the
Laker five where on a second
and goal, they scored. The
conversion failed and Lone
Oak held a 20-0 lead at in-
termission.
Calloway County finally
broke into the scoring column
early in the third period.
Halfback Troy Garland of
the Lakers took the ball on his
own 45-yard line and on a
sweep, carried down to the
Purple Flash 20 for a gain of 35
yards.
The Lakers picked up
another firstdown and moved
inside the-10. On a third down
play, Garland went in from
seven yards. The conversion
failed and Lone Oak held a 20-6
lead.
Late in the third period, the
Lakers again fumbled the ball
away to Lone Oak. The Purple
Flash took over on the
Calloway County 30-yard line.
After gaining two yards on the
first play from scrimmage,
Lone Oak used a 28-yard
scoring pass on the second
down play for the TD. Again,
the conversion failed and Lone
Oak led 26-6.
Early in the final period, the
Lakers again punted the ball
away to Lone Oak. After
getting a first down and
moving across midfield, Lone
Oak again went to the big
play. The Oakers elected to
pass this time and made it
count for 37 yards and another
score. For the third con-
secutive time, the conversion
attempt failed and Lone Oak
held a 32-6 lead.
Calloway's final 11) of the
game came midway through
the fourth period.
John Canady carried the
ball in from 30 yards on the
sweep. On the conversion,. the
Lakers used their unorthodox
spread formation and quar-
terback Tim Holsapple con-
nected with end Mark Hern-
don for the two-point con-
version, leaving Lone Oak




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Kentucky fullback Rod
Stewart, who underwent knee
surgery at a hospital here
Sunday, is eligible for red-
shirting, which would
preserve his junior yea of
eligibility, Athletic Director
Cliff Hagan said.
The Lancaster, Ohio, native
crumpled to the ground with
damaged ligaments during '
Kentucky's 21-6 upset loss
Saturday to Baylor in Waco,
Tex.
was getting ready to
catch a screen pass," Stewart
said Monday in Good
Samaritan Hospital. "A
(Baylor) guy got blocked into
me. He chopped my legs out
from under me."
Kentucky trainer Roy Don
Wilson helped examine
Stewart in the dressing room
and realized quickly that the
Wildcats' backfield star would
be lost f r the rest of the
season.
"He won't ven be back for
spring practice," said Wilson.
adding, however, that he
thought Stewart could make a
complete recovery.
' Under National Collegiate
Athletic Association rules,
Hagan said, Stewart can be
redshirted as a hardship case
because he was injured within
the second game of the season








Hagan said the application
would contain a doctor's
report showing that Stewart
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press college4
football poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses. season
records and total points. Points
based on 20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-
6-5-4-3-2-I:
1.Michigan (42) 240 1,094
2.S.Calif. 5) 2-0-0 1,032
3.0klahoma (7) 2-0-0 955
4.0hio St. (2) 2-0-0 877
5.Penn St. (5) 2-0-0 717
&Texas A&M 2-0-0 708
7.Texas Tech (2) 2-0-0 631,
8.Colorado 2-0-0 435
9.Texas (1) 2-0-0 287
10.Alabama 1-1-0 219
11.Notre Dame 1-1-0 206
12.Miss. St. 2-0-0 204
13.Florida 1-0-0 190
14.Nebraska .1-1-0 161
15.Wash. St. 2-0-0 129
16.Arkansas 2-0-0 108
17.W. Va. 2-0-0 83
18..UCLA 80
19.Houston 1-1-0 73
20.Brig Young 1-0-0 64
Set Series
an
ATLANTA (AP) - Georgia
Tech and Memphis State will
meet on the football field five
times from 1980 to 1984, a Tech
spokesman announced
Monday:
The games in 1980, 1981\and
1984 will be in Atlanta, while
the 1982 and 1983 games will be
held in Memphis, he said. All






basketball and other sprim:
sports as part of the Metro-
Conference, they have never
met in football.
" BASEBALL
--NEW YORK - Reggie
Jackson of the New York
Yankees, who hit .417 wA fix e
home runs and nine run,
batted in last week, has beer
named_ _ the _ AmericaL
League's Player of the Week
for Sept. 12-18.
was disabled for the
remainder of the season.
Stewart was the first
offensive player to suffer a
serious injury this year, but
was the fifth major casualty
for the Wildcats.
'Defensive tackle Bob
Winkel broke a leg in
preseason drills and was red-
shirted. He was replaced by
Tim Gooch, who suffered knee
ligament damage In
Kentucky's 10-7 opening
victory over North Carolina,
but did not undergo surgery.
Linebacker Jim Kovach
suffered a shoulder separation
in the North Carolina game
and safety Rick Hayden
sprained an ankle while
intercepting a pass.
Pro Grid Standings




W L T Pct. PF PA
Balt 1 0 0 1.000
N Eng 1 0 0 1.000
Miami 1 0 0 1.000
Buff 0 1 0 .000
NY Jets 0 1 0 .000
Central Division
Pitts 1 0 0 1.000
Hstn 1 0 0 1.000
Cleve 1 0 0 1.000
Cinci 0 1 0 .000
Western Division
Oakld 1 0 0 1.000
Denvr 1 0 0 1.000
Kan City 0 1 0 .000
Stle 0 1 0 .000




NY Gnts 1 0 0 1.000
Dallas 1 0 0 1.000
Phila 1 0 0 1.000
S Louis 0 1 0 .000
Wash 0 1 0 .000
Central Division
Chcgo 1 0 0 1.000
Gn Bay 1 0 0 1.000
Dtrt 0 1 0 .000
Minn 0 1 0 .000
Tpa Bay 0 1 0 .000
Western Division
AtInta 1 0 0 1.000
N °dna, 0 1 0 .000
L.A. 0 1 0 .000











































Pittsburgh 27, San Francisco
Saturday Games




Baltimore vs. New York Jets,
at Giants Stadium •
Chicago at St. Louis
Houston at Green Bay
New Orleans at Detroit
New York Giants at Dallas
San Diego at Kansas City
Buffalo at Denver
Miami at San Francisco
Oakland at Pittsburgh NB('
Philadelphia at Los Angeles,
Monday, Sept.20 _
New England at Cleveland,
rivABC)
Gooch and Kovach remain
as possible red-shirts. Hayden
missed the Baylor-game, but
is expected to see limited
action this Saturday against
West Virginia.
Stewart earned a starting
position last year as a
sophomore and was the
team's second leading rusher
with 711 yards and five
touchdowns.
He rushed for 104 yards and
three touchdowns in
Kentucky's 21-0 Peach Bowl
victory over North Carolina
and was voted the outstanding
offensive player.
with a 32-14 lead.
Outland said Lone Oak was
given their last TD.
"They still had their first-
string offense in and we had
about all of our reserves in on
defense. They had a long run
down to about the five and
then punched it in," Outland
said.
For the fourth consecutive
time, the conversion failed
and the final score of 38-14 was
on the board.
"I was proud of the whole
team, especially in the second
half," Outland said.
"I thought Troy Garland
had an outstanding game. He
had about 60 yards in rushing
and had one big play of 50
yards called back because of a
penalty.
"The same thing happened
to Canady. He had one called
back on a 50-yarder. He also
had about 60 yards on the
ground," Outland said.
"We at least showed that we
could move the ball, though
unfortunately we didn't do it in
the first half. Defensively, and
ironically, Canady and
Garland were our top players.
Canady had eight unassisted
tackles and Garland had six.
"Both of them play in the
secondary and really
shouldn't be making that
many tackles. We need to
have our front five making
more tackles. We just didn't
get that consistent of play
from our defensive ends,"
Outland added.
Outland also said quar-
terback Tim Holsapple had a
good game on offense.
Holsapple completed two of
three passes (three of four
counting the conversion) and
had 42 aerial yards.
The game was a bit costly
though.
Troy Garland injured an
ankle and Roy Williams, one
of the Lakers' top defensive
players, pulled a muscle. In
addition, freshman Tim
McAlister pulled a muscle and
he is question mark for
Thursday's frosh contest.
The Laker jayvees, now 0-3
on the season, travel to Fulton
County for a 6:30 p.m. game
next Monday.
Calloway's freshman team,
which is 2-1 on the season,
plays at home Thursday. The
opponent for the 5 p.m. game
will be North Marshall.
Football fans will be able to
catch a doubleheader if they
wish Thursday. The Murray
High frosh will play a 7 p.m
game in Holland Stadium
against Benton.
The Tiger game was







Thurman Furniture 7 1
Jerry's Restaurant 7 1
Desuuson-Hunt 7 1
Dixieland Center . .  6 2
Beauty Box   5 3
Murray Ins. 5 3
Peoples Biutk . 5
Hawan Tropics 3 5
Paradise Kennels 2 6
Personality Beauty Shop 1 7
Bank of Murray 1 7
Roses 1 7
High Team Game (SC)
Diideland  748
=Bank 742Custer 737
High Team Giune ( HC )
Jerry's Restaurant  1013
Dixieland Center 1006
Dixieland Center  995
High Team Series I SC)
Dixieland Center 2163
Peoples Bank  2088
Thurman Furniture 2058
High Team Senes (NC)
Dixieland Cutler 2937
Jerry's Restaurant N66
Bank of Murray 2796
High Ind. Game I SC)
Barbara Hendon 211
Marge Hinman 199
Lorraine Haggard   186
High Ind. Game HC
Barbara Hendon   254
Lorraine Haggard  246
Sharon Darnell . 234
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Church-State School Battle Moves To Franklin Court A S LH 13 II Ail S 
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The arena in the running
hattle between church schools
and the state shifted today to
the courts after the private
school advocates obtained a
restraining order.
The edict by Franklin
Circuit Court prevents efforts
by the state to- impose
accreditation standards on the
church schools or punish




A rummage sale will be held
iturda y. September 24,
starting at seven a.m. at the
Ellis .Community Center. The
sale will be sponsored by the
Theta Department of the
Murray- Woman's Club.
Rachel Hendon and Pauline
Parker. Co-chairmen of the
sale, have asked the members
to bring their items - clothes,
cookware, plants, et.. - to
'the Center on Friday. Sep-
tember 23, between seven and
eight p.m.
Proceeds from the sale will
go toward special projects of
the department.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Sep-
tember 20,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 458 Est 600 Barrows &
Gilts fully .75 lower Sows steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 839.25-39.50
US 1-3 200-2401bs. .... 839.00-39.25
1.1S 2-4 240-26010s , 08.2549.00
US 3-4 280-280 lbs. 837.50-38.25
Sows
US 1-2270-350 I bs
US 1-3 300-500 lbs $33.09-3400
US 14 580450 lbs 834.0045.00 few 36.00











The other side has almost
three weeks to respond, and
then a hearing may be set for
efforts to get a temporary
injunction against the state.
Judge Henry Meigs issued
the restraining order Monday
upon request of four pastors,
32 school patrons, five




state education officials and
the Fayette, Pulaski, Daviess
and Ohio county school





EDDYVILLE, Ky.( AP) -
An inmate serving a life
sentence for rape without
possibility of parole, is
reported missing from the
Kentucky State Penitentiary
here.
Searchers were unable to
find James Yates, 25, within
the maximum security prison
Monday, Superintendent
Donald Bordenkircher said.
Yates, from Louisville, was
last seen on the prison yard
about . 10:30 a.m.,
Bordenkircher said, but his
absence wasn't reported until
2:30 p.m. when it was noted
the prisoner "seemed to be
missing," he added.
Yates normally works in the
prison laundry, but the








The incident was the
outcome of weeks of dispute
between about 20 church
schools which have protested
the state's attempts to take
truancy action against Pupils
and parents who send them to
such schools.
The order halts the
prosecution of parents and
guardians affected.
Earlier this month the state
Board for Elementary and
Secondary Education told




Two of the schools jothing
the action actually are
accredited.'
One includes the Frankfort
Baptist Tabernacle whose
minister, the Rev. Guy
Goodell, was a found of the,
Christian schools association.
The action asserts the
church schools are "good
quality"with einphasis on
religious teaching and that the
state is violating freedom of
religion guarantees under the
'state and federal constitutions
by refusing to accreditlhem.
The suit contends the
schools merely are extensions
of the sponsoring churches
and therefore are not subject
to state control.
"The requirements which
the board is imposing are
without sanction by the
General Assembly," the suit
said.
It added that the U.S.
Supreme Court has
consistently recognizekI the
primary role of parents in
bringing up their children plus








subject only to limited
requirements of public law,"
the suit said.
'File pastors, parents and
arch schools contended they
art_ faced with "irreparable
.71 immediate" harm
through violation of their
Constitutional rights and the
threat of truancy an law
ci.forcement.
The state board- denied
occreditation of the /0 church
chuols earlier this yetir and
the chiistian school .group
organized to try to atilt the
liev. Bob Brown of Lexington,
the board chairman.
Brown stepped down as
chairman last week, but said
that had nothing to do with the
school controversy.
In one of the last steps ta.ken
before Monday's suit, the
Christian schools asked for a
moratorium on prosecution of
parents who send their
children to the unaccredited
schools.
However, state education
officials refused, saying they
had no legal ground to




Kentuckians got red tape
when they needed assistance,
illustrating why the nation's
disaster relief programs
should be overhauled, says
Kentucky Democratic Sen.
Walter "Dee" Huddleston.
The programs should be
reorganized and consolidated
to eliminate duplication and
speed delivery of , services,





have introduced similar bills
to reorganize the disaster




problems with relief efforts in


























P' CP'. LIGTOM „ PAID OUR
t4 RESPECTS ON OUR IHANDS AND KNEES-









WE RE U.K. OFFiCIALS
HERE FOR DISCUSSIONS
WITH vou,,, NOT TO
PLAY -GAMES„,
f
(I ENJOY THE LADY S
SPIRIT. BRING CHA'RS.
LET THE TALKS 8Er;rN
'--
( CAN T ASK PCP MCPE ;
PROOP :
Kentucky 'during the severe
winter and spring flooding as
evidence for the need for
reorganization.
Huddleston said disaster
services for Kentucky flood
victims "often arrived too late
and only4fter far too much
confusion and red tape.
,We had numerous agencies
telling' the local people
different things and
coordination among all these
agencies became an almost
impossible situation.
"You could not find one
local official in Eastern
Kentucky who wouldp not
encterse the concept of
reorganization and
consolidation of the various
disaster programs and
agencies," the senator said.
"First, there is an
immediate need to consolidate
all preparedness functions so
that there are uniform
programs for response to
emergencies of all types_.-7-__:„







This will assist not only at the
federal level but ̀also will aid
state and local governments in




takes action very soon we will
be preempted from taking
action because President
Carter is planning to take
action on his own through
executive order," the senator
said.
Huddleston's bill would
remove the Federal Disaster
Assistance Administration
from the Department of
Housing and Urban
Development and place it in
the Office of Management and
Budget. It also would define
natural disasters in the same
manner as a nuclear disaster,
thus putting the two on an
equal footing, and would
change the allocation formula
to encourage local
participation.
I legal Notice 1. Legal Notice
NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Sealed proposals will be received by the City of
Murray Kentucky for Murray Water & Sewer
System at the City Hall until 5:00 p.m. Sep-
tember 30, 1977 for the construction of one gravel
wall water well complete with pump and motor
in accordance with specifications on file at the
office of Murray Water and Sewer System, 401
Olive Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
A certified check of bidder's bond for five per-
cent (5%) of the total amount of bid shall ac-
company each bid as a guarantee that if the bid
is accepted, a contract will be immediately en-
tered into and the performance of the work
properly secured. The successful bidder will be
required to execute a performance bond ac-
ceptable to the City of Murray in the amount of
one hundred per cent (108%) of the contract
price.
No proposal may be withdrawn for a period of
thirty (30) days after the time and date set for
the opening of the bids.
All bids will be examined and contract awarded
to the lowest and best bidder. The City of Murray
reserves the right to reject any and/or all bids.
2 Notice
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 82.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking


















used paperbacks. Sell 42





Crossword Puzzler Answer to Monday's Puzzle
AC,ft 2SS 3 Negative
lEurocan 4 Printer's
5 Flesuo measure
at cow 5 Walks
Prepos‘t,on 6 Boy
3 Scul!,sn cap attendant
4 Girl s name 7 Wine cup
5 Like's 8 Exist
6 Royal 9 Fairy
H Gave food t, 10 Ingredients
4 t‘4,.te UI , , Diminish
scaleSF.Ceremony
21 Mature 11 Burden
p,e0„s,/,0„ 20 Flower
23 Pronoufi 22 Symbol for
24 Disturbances nickel
26 Lift 25 Bury
28 Taut 26 Tattered
29 Possessed cloth
30 Number 27 Firm
32 Poker stake 28 Greek letter
33 Hog 29 Pronoun
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requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-
PTLY IN CASE- OF AN
ERROR
PROVERBS 14:12 "There
is a way which seemeth
right unto a man; but
the end thereof are the
ways of death." Are you
sure your right, or does
it just seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual, The Holy Bible,
and beisure. Don't wait
until it's too late. Need
assistance? Call 753-
0984.






Police . . 753-1621
Rescue  7534952







Poison Control . 753-7588
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Needline  753-NEED






Tamales will be ready
anytime after 4 p.m.
5 Lost And Found
LOST RED BONE hound,
with Michigan address




full time secretary. Send





resume to P.O. Box 32-
W, Murray, Ky.
EXPERIENCED AUTO
clean-up man. Call ,753-
6038.
LPN'S, medication aide,
all shifts. Part time, full
tune. liaplewrikarating-




















ship for man ex-
perienced in cleaning
up new and used cars.
Dealership will fur-
nish all tools and
materials. Generous




































Call Marian Posey, 753-
9520.
MAN NEEDED TO DO
front end alignment and
wheel balancing. Must
have some experience.
Apply in person to Boyds









14. Want To Buy
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired





(seat), 2 ties. Also 30-40
h. p. Ford or Massey
Ferguson tractor, plus
bush hog blade, 2 bottom
plow, Call 753-8709,
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
Electric. 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
15 Articles For Sale
KITCHEN SINK com-
plete with faucets,
strainers, rim and trap.
Bath lavatory complete
with faucets and trap.
Recessed cabinet for
bath with lights. Like
new. Call 753-5538 ..fter 5
p.m.
ELVIS PRESLEY
records and tlipes in
stock. Good gelection, -












a better job with famous
Blue Lustre. Western
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SALE - all fuel chimney,






Must sell. Best Offer.
753-8674 after 5, and
before 5 753-8301.
DUNCAN PHYFE dining
room table and 4 new
chairs. Wheel chair. Can
be seen 609 South 11th.
FLORAL CHAIR in good
condition, $10. Wall
mount electric
fireplace $30. Ping pong
table with paddle and
net, $10. Call 753-3383.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.









1965 MF 135 tractor, 712'










complete with leg lift
and 110 lb. barbell set.
50. Call 753-6329.
1977 POLARCRAFT 14'
Jon boat, 44" bottom. 25
h.p. Johnson motor.
Less than 10 hours. Easy









Avoid Costly IS.... Rodin
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
OHIO INMOd MI spews/ over
own. us oet doe toy sormoi wi is
Is MANI
1.0 South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914
Roaches, Sliver Fish




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 7534767.
SALE - FRANKLIN
fireplace, 24 in. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.

















WANTED - Someone to
take up payments on 25"
color T.V. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
NEW 19" Color
Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
T.V. SALE, T.V. Sale, T.
V. Sale! Zenith is the
best and Sissons sells
them for less. Our prices
can't be beat. Come to
Sissons T.V. Sales and
see. We service what we
sell. Highway 94, 17
miles West of Murray.
Call 382-2174 or 382-2743.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1973 HOLIDAY 12 x 65 3
bedroom, 2 baths,
central air, washer and
dryer, all electric. Like
new. See at Riviera Ct.
753-3280 before 5, 436-
5524 after 6.
12 x 52 MOBILE home.
$5,000 or $1500 and take
over payments. Call 759-
1039.




heat and air, 2
bedrooms, 2 baths,
located at Riviera Cts.
$5,500. Nice. Call 489-
2729.
DOUBLE WIDE trailer, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, gar-
bage disposal, dish-
-washer, built on den
with fireplace, double
carport. Paved





flawed, reedy Susie. Or bey • 11-101111 and WM Complete 
end
reedy te essemble Crisp te 241411 stesulard, bet will must 
eery she
needed. Sloes dm rest demi aims te Cortese Built mid boy tie 
best
far less. USTON BURT POOTABLE OUILDINGS 753-09S4
As Comfortable As
An Old Shoe
This well kept older home is one you can sip right into
and start living. 4 roomy bedroom. formal Icing room.
famiy-sized kitchen, 2 full baths, rec room in basement...





Loretta lobs-751,-6079 Bill Pa yne-n 1-9794
Helen Spann-753-8579 Brenda Pones-753-6648
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x86 mobile home with
12 ft. extension on 100 x
225 ft. lot, furnished or
unf urnished. Call 753-
7407.
FURNISHED MOBILE
HOME with 3 bedrooms,
1'7 baths, 20 minutes
from Murray. $5500. Call
345-2701.
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to




furnished. One mile out
of city limits. One or 2






16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
32 Apartments For Rent
APARTMENT near
downtown Murray. Call










Utility room and bath.
$175 per month. Call 753-
3865.
FURNISHED APART-
MENTS, 1 or 2
bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms, Zimmerman
Apts. S. 18th St. Call 753-
8609.





34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM brick
house 10 miles out of
Murray on 94 East. Has
upstairs and basement,
big garden spice • and
big yard. Call 753-5156
after 6 p. m.
36 For Rent Or lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and 5.
37 livestock Supplies
WILL BOARD horses
. including stable, feed
and pasture. Call 753-
8274.
BEEF FOR SALE, corn
and crushed fed by the







AKC, black or yellow.
Joe R. Davis, 527-9279.
TWO FULL BLOODED
Siamese kittens. Seven




weeks old. Call 753-0438.
HALF PERSIAN kittens.
Very nice. One calico,
one tan and white, one




Thursday and Friday, 22
and 23 of September.
Infants to size 6 for boys.
Ladies size 14 and 16. •
Nice winter coat with




FOR SALE by owner -
Lake front & lake view
lots on Ky. Lake in Pine
Bluff Shores also lots on
Barkley Lake. Terms
available. James D.
Futrell Real Estate Dev.
405 S. 4th St., Murray,




bedroom, 2 bath brick
home on tree-shaded lot.
5 miles northwest of
Murray city limits.
Central heat and air,
central vacuum system,
intercom, large family
room with fireplace and
lots more. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more in-
formation or come by
our conveniently located





fortable 2 bedroom brick
home on large lot 6 miles
west of Murray. Solid
construction, hardwood
floors, low utility bills
and a very neat home




BIG FAMILY? A 4
bedroom, 21/2 bath home
in Gatesborough, has all
built-ins, carpet,
fireplace in family









"Year Key To Happy
House Hunting"
711 laic 753-1222
FOR SALE BY OWNER
- Duplex & fourplex
lots with all utilities in
Stadium View Sub-
division. Call or see
James D. Futrell Real
Estate Dev. 405 S. 4th




living.. .large 4 bedroom
bi-level brick with 27
baths. Finished full-
sized basement. Located
on 8 acres for ideal mini-
farm yet only 15 minutes
from town. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
REDUCED TO $12,500
about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or








Two of these lots are in
Circarama Subdivision
and owner wants offer.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
all your real estate
needs.
EIECUTIVE HOME -
Lovely 3 bedroom, 2




leaving town.. A home








and one block from the
university campus.
Built in 1977, home has
central heat and air and
lots of energy saving
features including much
extra insulation: Pried
in the 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,




South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531661
ALMO COMMUNITY -
77 acre farm, 45 acres in
beans. Good stock barn,
2 bedroom brick veneer
home, newly carpeted
and painted. An ex-
cellent buy at $58,500.







for the large family with
a modest income. All
drapes and appliances
included Economcal
gas heat. quiet street
within walking distance
to University, schools.
Priced in the 20's.
Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate 753-3263
ANYTIME
CITY LIVING in a
country setting. 3
Bedroom brick with a
spacious interior and a
128' x 256 landscaped








List Your P ierfy With Us




Full Time During November & i•erember
Apply in Person Only
Between the hours of 11:00 a. rn. & 4:00 p.




1322 MAIN. Lovely older
home with style & grace.





This is the the home
everyone wants so give








access - central water -
all weather streets. In
Keniana Sub. Call 436-
2473* or 436-5320.
45 Farms For Sale
48 ACRE FARM. Ap-
proximately 35 acres
tendable, tobacco, corn
and bean lar4 Off High-
way 121, 2 miles N. of
Coldwater on 1836. Call
489-2131.
35.5 ACRES, all fenced. 30
acres terufible. Three
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.-'
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOMS, 2









wooded lot. Take Rt. 121
South to New Concord,
then Rt. 444 to Keniana
Sub. office. Call 436-2473
or 436-5320.
THREE BEDROOM
HouSE in Old Almo,
fully carpeted. Call 437-
4214.
HOUSE REMODOLED
for sale or rent. Inquire
Solo's Market Highway








HONDA SL 70. Runs
good. $175. Call 753-0795
after 3.
MINI BIKE. Just like
new. Call 753-8200.
48 Automotive Service
SET OF 488 zoom gears
and axles in Camaro
rear end, $150. Chevy
Muntce 4 speed tran-
smission $90. Morsoe
Camaro hood scoop, $35.
Call 753-5612.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512
between 5 and 7 p.m.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.




actual miles. Call 753-
4112 or 753-0181, ask for
Kenny.
1974 GMC PICKUP 283
Chevy engine. 1974
Vega, 140 4 cylinder,
26,000 miles, hatchback.
1965 Plymouth Fury 11.
318 V-8, automatic.
power steering. 4 door.
one owner, low mileage.
extra good condition.
1971 T 37 Pontiac 2 door
hardtop, medium size.
68,000 miles, automatic.




very good condition. No
rust. $525 or best offer.
Call 753-4329.
1976 GRAND PRIX, AM-
- FM stereo tape. Power
steering, air condition.
Brand new tires. Call
753-4331.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
196$ CHRYSLER New
Yorker, 4 dr. hardtop
with 76,000 actual miles.
Has new battery,
alternator, muffler,
shocks, and brakes. Was
a one owner Paducah
car. $550.00. Phone 354-
6217 after 4 p. m.
1974 MONTE CARLO.
Good condition. Low
miles, extras. Call 753-
9413 after 5:30 p.m.
1972 MG MIDGET $1075.
Before 4:00 p.m. 753-
0269.
1974 PINTO. Good gas
mileage and in excellent
condition. $1750.00. And
1961 VW Van $150.00.
Call 354-6217 after 4 p.
m.
1273 CHEVELLE Deluxe.






Best offer. Call 759-1137
after 9 p. m.
1976 CAPRICE Chevrolet
2 door, 1 owner, low
mileage. Excellent
condition. Call 753-2257.
1970 BUICK LE Sabre.
$800. Call 753-3606, or




10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission needs





campers' - store and
service deaprtment at








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
0.00. Call 753-0359.
ELECTRIC WIRING





home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or





steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cle4ning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July










on any type 11 furniture.
Free estimate. Call 753-
9753.
HAVING TROUHl.E






roofs sealed, and Alcoa
- aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
`31 Services (Were()
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor

















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-







exterior. Also dry wall




TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
M&M Blacktopping, seal










DO YOU NEED stumpn
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,




WILL DO paper hanging.
Small jobs. Call 753-6132.
WILL DRIVE truck or
tractor for any kind of
job on a farm. Call 436-
2519.














after 5 p. m.
VOICE LESSON by
teacher with Master
degree will teach any
age. Call 753-9755.
BABYSFITING - Will do
babysitting in my home
while you work, go to
school, or have an
evening out. Will con-






decorative rock or stock




monied demos carpets is...
LUNE-
N pound portable power-
house does ill Use wort
URCTIVELT -
cleans, rinses and vacuum
out deep down dirt and




a traction of the cost
YOU SAYE UP TO
$25.00 PER ROOM
•





Bus boy, dishwasher and food prep.
Hiring high school students. Hours





BATTLE OF THE BULGE
Fighting to provide enough room for a growing
family? Here's a home worthy Of immediate in-
spection that is very big on space. Large corner
lot with fenced back yard. This big home is a
challenge to imagination of the conservative
mind. Plan it while you live in it. 4 or 5 huge
bedrooms, large living room, bath, in Hazel, 10
minutes from Murray. Immediate possession.
Don't let this one be.. "the one that got away."
Call now!








Audra Moody  753-9036
Berbera Erwin  753-4136
Warren Shropshire. .  753-8277
Homer Miller  753-7519 •
Reuben Moody  753-9036
3. B. Hook  753-2337
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
•




Services for Mrs. Zula Curd,
78, Route 2, Hazel, who died
Tuesday. will be 2:30 p.m.
Wednesday at Miller Funeral
Home in Hazel with burial at
Mount Pleasant Cemetery
near Hazel.
Mrs. Curd was a member of
Blood River Church of Christ.
Brother John Dale w ill of-
ficiate the funeral.
The deceased is survived by
her husband Gardner Curd,
Route 2. Hazel. A brother,
Burie Wilson, Murray, sur-
vives. Two nieces survive,
Mrs. Sadie Neil Albritten and
Mrs. Frances Shea, both of
Murray Two nephews sur-
vive, Joe Bruce Wilson, Hazel,




Dr. Bert Ball, moderator, of
the Zeta Omicron chapter of
Phi Delta Phi national French
honor society, --ahnounced
today that the fall initiation
will be held at the home of
Mrs. Suzanne Keeslar on Sept.
29 at 7 p. m.
Invitations to be initiated
have been extended to Torn
Vootimongcolpanit. Kathy
Doyle, Billie Brownell, Patty
Myers, Babette Morgan,
Debbie- Kleyer, Dr. and Mrs.
Wayne I3easley. Dr-. and Mrs.
Bill Fletcher. Dr sand Ntrs.
Ron Mortensen
Christie Myers. president.
will conduct the initiation
ceremony which is done en-
tirel in the French Language.
Disco Dance Set
At CCHS Friday
A Disco Dance will be held
at Jeffrey gymnasium,
Calloway County High School,
on Friday. September 23. from
7:30 to 11:30 p.m., sponsored
by the Student Council of the
school.
Ronnie Dean-- Payne will be
the disc jockey, said Randy
McCallon, president of the
council. The cost will be $2.00
stag, $3.00 couple, and $3.50
for a CCHS student with an
outsider.
McCallon said the Student
Council invites all Calloway




A bazaar will be held Friday
and Saturday. September 23
and 24. at Uncle Willie's
Trading Post at Midway. U. S.
Highway 641 South, as
sponsored by the Women's
Department of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints.
Items included in the sale
will be macrame, baked





Willard Ails, pharmacist at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, will be one of the
guest lecturers on the 54th
annual Harding lectures to be
held October 3 through 7 ac-
cording to an announcement
by Neale Pryor, director of the
Harding College Lectureship
in Searcy, Ark. "Facing The
Issures" is the lectureship
theme this year. The program
Willard Alls
will include nationally known
speakers such as Batsell B.
Baxter of Nashville, Charles
Coil of Florence, Al. and
Jimmy 'Allen of Searcy.
Alls will be speaking on the
subject of "Drug Abuse-A
Real Issue." His manuscript
was submitted and accepted
for publication in the lec-
tureship book which is
available ftom Harding
College. Tapes of all lectures
will be available.
.Ails was chosen to speak on
the drug abuse issue since he
is a widely recognized
authority on this timely
subject relating to family life.
Being a pharn. -ist by
profession has given rn an
insight that most speakers on
this subject do not have.
Ails is a graduate of the
University of Kentucky
College of Pharmacy and




Pricei—ot stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by!. M. Si"lon Co. are as follows.
Indus. An  -0.43
Airco 27"4 -"4
Air Products
Am. Motors 4 +is
Ashland Oil . 3014 unc
AT&T 62,4 4- ,9
Ford Motor Co 44'9
Gen. Dynamics 53,9 unc
Gen. Motors 6679 -+-,9
Gen. Tire ..... ,,, 2319 L.
Goodrich 20% 4,9
Gulf Oil  26 I•Vt
IGM... .......... 256,4 +
Pennwalt . . ... 33'4 -19
Quaker Oats  . 2214 -311
Tappan 9'9 unc
Western Union.  1849
Zenith Radio  1419 4-,9
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murrio . are as follows.
Heublein Inc.  24,9 unc
McDonaids Corp. . .... 48'9 ,4
Ponderosa Systems ...... 13,1 -l-
Kimberly Clark 42"9
Union Carbide 42"9
W.R. Grace 26,4 -Iv
Texaco .....   28,4 unc
General Elec 52;9 unc
GAF Corp 10,9 -11
Georgia Pacific. ... . 27S
Pfizer 26L. unc







at late Summer clean-up prices.
Pontoon boats gain in popularity every year. So
many people discover how enjoyable they really
are.. safe too. Why not check us out and see for your-
self. Maybe you and your family have been missing out
on some wonderful recreation.
Here are a few examples...
1977 Harris Flote-Bote, 16' with console and Capt.
chair, brand new, complete with top, lights, with a 20
HP Johnson, electric start motor, not new but guaran-
teed to be right for only $2175.. cute as a new baby.
20' with 25 HP Johnson for only $2675.
24' with either rear furniture only or fully equipped
as yoou prefer.
28' in stock either outboard or Sterndrive.
We have a few demonstrators in the water at greatly
reduced prices, full warranty, and our warranty
means something to you like satisfactory service. Just
ask any of our customers.
Fall boating is really some of the best boating of the
whole year so make a move now to enjoy it and save
yourself a bundle of money by buying now at our
greatly reduced prices. Prices are up almost 8 per cent
next year.. .so buy now and save.
We are the largest Flote-Bote dealer in the whole
wide world. We sell'em right!! !
Don McClure Greyson McClure
Happy Holiday
Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Ky. Lake
Take 94 last out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn right on 280 FoNow
280 for 7 miles past Bonner's Grocery. Take blacktop into
Panorama to first stop sign, torn right then left and you have
arrived. Inc. 4 36- S463.
Waitress Says Beverly Hills'
Policy Was To Lock Fire Doors
CINCINNATI AP — A Beverly Hills
Supper Club waitress told a
congressional hearing Monday flames
were licking at her back, "burning my
o. hair," when she freed herself from a
crowd stuck in one of two exit doors.
just knew that smoke was going to
kill me," said Janetta Johnson, of
Erlinger, Ky., a slender woman who
managed to escape the May 28th supper
club dire that killed 164 persons.
Mrs. Johnson almost broke into tears
several times during her testimony
here before a subcommittee of the
House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
She testified it was policy at the club
to keep fire doors locked. She said
another employe reported unlocking
the doors just before the estimated 1,300
patrons in the Cabaret Room began
jamming through.
The fire doors had been opened
"perhaps eight times," during the two
years she had worked at the club, Mrs.
Johnson estimated.
Janet Zcrich of Mack, Ohio, lost her
husband, father-in-law and aunt in the
fire. She said she was saved when her
husband threw her over the crowd
jammed into the swinging door that led
into a bar service area.
All my jewelry started to melt," she
said. "I had my dress to my face trying
to breath. I must have passed out. When
I woke up, I was outside and my
husband said he was going back in for
nis dad and the aunt.
Murray High School
Class Of 1921
To Meet Oct. 1
Murray High School class of
1921 will hold its 56th reunion
on Saturday, Oct. 1, at 12:30 p.
m. at the Triangle Restaurant,
Sycamore and South 12th
Streets.
This year's get-together will
be the fifth occasion the Class
of 1921 has assembled since
they turned the half century
mark. Previous meetings
were held on the 50th an-
niversary, the 51st, 53rd and
55th.
Crawford Orr, of Oakmont,
Pa., the president of the class,
will again preside. Mrs.
Walter Dent I Mayme
Bagwell ) of Charleston, Ill., is
permanent chairman of the
homecoming affairs and
conducts correspondence on
behalf of the members.
In addition to the graduates,
husbands and wives, of
graduates, all studeats-4o
had previously members
of the class 3, former
teachers during its 12 years at
old Murray High School, or
close friends of members, will
share in the festivities.
Reservations may be made by
telephoning Mrs. Kerby
Jennings .at 753-4886, who is
assisting Mrs. Dent in local
arrangements.
Following an old-fashioned
dinner, a fellowship hour will
be held in the dining room.
Simpson To Speak
At UCM Luncheon
Or. Miles Simpson of the
Sociology Department of
Murray State University will
be the speaker at the weekly
luncheon to be held at the
United Campus Ministry on
Wednesday, September 21, at
12:30 p.m.
-Universal Service—The
New Draft" will be the theme
of Dr. Simpson's talk who will
examine President Carter's
new draft suggestions. Dr.
Simpson received his Master's
degree in psychology and his
Ph.D in social work from
Michigan State University. He
has been at Murray State for
one year.
The luncheon is operilto the





A special gospel singing and
preaching service will be held
at the Farmington Com-
munity Center -on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday, Sep-
tember 23, 24, and 25.
David Jones, Holiness
minister from Huntsville,
Ala., and singing groups will
conduct the services at seven
p.m. on Friday and Saturday
and at,,eleven a.m. on Sunday.
The public is invited to
attend, a spokesman said.
"I never saw nin, jgain," she said of
her husband, who Ads a captain with
theftlack Volunteer Fire Department.
Tbe Cincinnatt congressional
hearings are the re,ult of legislation
concerning fire safer., introduced by
Reji. Thomas Luken, l)-Ohio,
"We have the w.,rst record of any
civilized nation in the Y,orld on the loss
of lives in fires. It the Beverly Hills
fire) was so predictable. so avoidable
an occurrence," Luken said Monday to
open the hearings at which Kentucky
Gov. Julian Carr1 was the first
witness.
After his testimon Carroll predicted
the owners of the club and former state
fire marshal John Calvert might be
indicted for "clearly illegal and
Stephens Added To
COVINGTON, Ky. AP) — Atty. Gen.
Robert F. Stephens has been added to
the list of defendants in the Beverly
Hills Supper Club lawsuits totaling
more than $1.5 billion.
Attorney Stanley Chesley of
Cincinnati, representing relatives of
several of the 164 persons who died in
the May 28 fire, added Stephens name
in the plaintiffs' attempt to sue the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
The suit charged that the state's
contention of sovereign immunity was
"an invidious discrimination against a
class of persons" and ..a denial of equal
malicious" activities and for their total
disregard for the safety of Beverly Hills
patrons. •
He charged that Richard Schilling
and his sons, owners of the club, had
engaged in a "conspiracy" with
architects and electrical contractors to
violate state building codes.
Carroll also announced Sunday night
the suspension with pay of three state
officials, including state Fire Marshal
Warren Southworth.
The suspensions were announced in
conjunction with the issuance of a state
report on the fire which listed several
violations of state law in the structure.
The report said there were at least
1,300 persons in the Cabaret Room
where most of the victims were, but the
room should only have held 536 persons.
Defendants List
protection of the laws to persons who
have been injured by the wrong doing of
the commonwealth.
Chesley Claimed that Stephens is
violating the rights of the plaintiffs
under the First and Fourteenth
Amendments by using the immunity
doctrine to protect the state from civil
claims for damage.
U.S. District Court Judge Carl Rubin
and Campbell Circuit Court Judge John
Diskin have set Oct. 17 as the date for a
joint hearing on the commonwealth's
argument.
Registry Of Election Finance
Gets Another Court Setback
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance has lost
another round in its effort to
get political candidates to file
campaign spending reports on
time.
But the election watchdog
agency's attorney says the
Kentucky Supreme Court will




The latest setback came last
weekend when Casey Circuit
Court ruled- that Bobby
McKinney, who won no per
cent of the vote in the
Republican primary for
coroner, was to be certified as
the gop nominee on the
November ballot. He has no
Democratic opposition in
November.
The registry had filed suit to
block McKinney's nomination
because he filed a campaign




Liberty, said Monday he
argued McKinney
"substantially complied" with
the law because the registry
accepted his spending report
though it was late.
"The registry had an




WASHINGTON (API — A
$275,997 grant has been
approved by the National
Endowment for the
Humanities for the University
of Kentucky to establish an
Appalachian heritage studies
program, according to U.S.
Sens. Walter Huddleston and
Wendell Ford, D-Ky.
The funds will enable the






The project calls id„dt
development of 13 new course








Singer Freda Payne on
Monday gave birth to a boy,
Gregory Joel Abbott Jr. at
Cedars-Sinai Medical ('enter,
a hospital,spolFesman said
Miss rayina's husband is
songwriter Gregory Abbott
She records for r Aintol
Recopds and has had several
million-selling record
including "Band of Gold' 3nd
"Bring the Boys Home "
papers," siad Overstreet. "If
they had, they would have had
a stronger case."
However, "The registry is
not in any position to refuse
papers," said Allen Prewitt
Jr. of Frankfort, the registry
counsel who has filed suits
involving 14 candidates who
were late with reports.
"The registry has been
charged by the legislature
with the responsibility of
enforcing the law. In this last
election (the May 24 primary)
there were about 3,500
candidates and three reports
due from each of the them.
The registry has no other
choice but to file suit against









Inc. is being acquired by
Fuqua Industries, Inc. of
Atlanta, Ga., according to a
joint announcement by the two
firms.
The acquisition, announced
Monday, is valued at $72.6
million in cash and securities
and would be one of the largest
in the state's history.
"I sincerely believe this
combination is in the best
interests of our
shareholders," said Joseph A.
Gammon, National's
chairman and president.
Gammon will become vice
chairman of Fuqua's board
after the acquisition, the
announcement stated, and will
continue as president and
chief executive officer of
National as well.
The combined revenues of
the two companies are
expectecito exceed $1.6 billion






Sunday to a 27-year-old Dutch
woman T.Vere reported doing
well *Islay and showing
improvement in respiratory
problemsi
A medical bulletin said the
condition of the six infants was
very good" and extra oxygen
was no longer necessary! At
least two of the infants were
given oxygen soon after birth
to assist their breathing, a
hospital spokesman said.
The babies — four girls and
two boys — were born early
Sunday to Mrs. Cornelia"
Nijssen,' wife of a Dutch steel
worker. The couple has no
other children, and Mrs.
Nijssen had been receiving
hormone treatment for some
time.
State law requires local and
legislative candidates to file
two contribution and spending
reports, 32 and 12 days before
an election, then a post-
election accounting within a
month.
Prewitt said 14 suits were
filed in connection with late
spending reports from the
May primary. Of those, "at
least six" candidates have
been ordered certified by
courts, he added.
Prewitt said he hopes to
appeal the cases to the
Kentucky Supreme Court,
bypassing the Court of
Appeals, "so we can get some
kind of judment before the
general election.
"The older court cases
generally resulted in a strict
interpretation of the law,"
Prewitt said. "But in the more
recent ones, there has been a
reversal of that, where the
time factor (in the statute)
was held as 'directory only.'
"The registry wants to know
what the rules of the game are
going to be," Prewitt said.
Victor, The Giraffe,
Dies In England Today
MARWELL HALL, England
(AP) — Victor, the
spreadeagled giraffe died
today apparently of shock
during an attempt to winch
him to his feet in a canvas
sling made by the Royal Navy.
The giraffe, which had been
unable to stand since he did
the splits last Thursday, could
not survive the attempt to lift
him with a block and tackle
hung from steel scaffolding.
The plight of 15-year-old
Victor was front-page news in
this animal-loving nation and
around the world. Telegrams
and letters poured in to the
Marwell Park Zoo with
suggestions on how to get him
to his feet.
He apparently fell while
trying to mate with one of the
zoo's three female giraffes.
Victor "was a bit stressed
by all the activity around him
last night," said his keeper,
21-yearold Ruth Giles. "But he
appeared to have settled down





GOLDEN POND, Ky.( AP )
— The Fenton airstrip just off
U.S. 68 in the Land Between
the Lakes will be the site of the
6th annual observance of
National Hunting and Fishing




buyers, sellers sand swappers
are expected to gather for the
event, which annually attracts
'about 5,000 people, a




The United Methodist Youth
Fellowship Sub-district will
meet Thursday, September 22,
at seven p.m. at the Kirksey
Methodist Church.
Mitch Nirnmo, senior at
Murray State University, will
show slides and give a report
of the work-study seminar,
sponsored by the United
Methodist Church. Nimmo
traveled in Africa the past
summer.
The officers and counselors
are requested to meet at six
p.m. Thursday prior to the
meeting.
A veterinarian who examine
the giraffe said he died from
"shock." An autopsy was
planned.
The 18-foot-tall East African
giraffe had been raised in the
air, clad in a harness specially
made by Royal Navy
sailmakers.
The one-ton animal Oung
swaying from the steel
scaffolding as workmen
lowered him near the ground
in a see-saw operation
designed to slowly restore
circulation to his rickety legs.
He seemed to have trouble
with his breathing as they
lowered him, and he suddenly
died.
"I think it is the shock of
what has happened
progressively, and in this last
trauma he didn't have the will
to stand it," said John
Knowles, owner of the
Marwell Park Zoo about 70
miles southwest of London.
"It is always a problem with
giraffes. They suppress their
shock but their worry and
concern is going on inside
them. They ,reach the point




turned his head to watch
workers who set up the lifting
gear last night.
Had he survived, said
Knowles, he would have been
"the first giraffe as far as I
know, to have done the splits
and live." But the zoo owner
had rated the giraffe's





Copies from our new,
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
something else. They're
rich, black. Solids are
completely filled. Some say
they look as if they've been




New Shipment of Wicker!
Come in and see all the
beautiful new wicker we have.
Pictures
"All This And More From Your
Decorating Store"
Bel-Air Decor,
